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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Backgroupd

.
'

.,

.

.

.

.

Ina survey of'eye movement research in reading,' Rayner (1975)
°

'claimed that, until recently, researchers were satisfied with con,.

ducting mere descriptiva,studies dealing with gross questions about,
behavior, a t

nd that fell.in line with the behaviorist emphasis
4

upon studies'of observable behavior., In recent nars, however,
4

researchers have again become interestel,in eye movement studies

as a methodof gaining insight into theoretical issues concerning
,

visual processing during reading.

__.

Research design has been con-

.

',structed not to gather statistical eviden e to merely describe eye
.-

,..\

.

movement behavior, but rather to find

idehce for or against.certain

.

on

.

theOtetical.issues
of impbriance to
.

eading research.

,

Though'eye
e

moveient'technology is still lacking in many respects, and indeed
,

4

.

can styl be described as.q'ude for many purposei, it neVerthelesd
t.:

4
1

has improved tremendously in sophistication since the turn of the,
'century.

Eye movement research in the area of iyhtacticprocessingis

\
movement technology,,cOupled
.

one area wherb advances in eye

with

revisions'in mane's understanding of the structure of language;
44
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.

tilt

are Sheddinglight upoh psycholinguistic processes in reading.

t.

,.

.

Nk,

Goodman
(1969),has stated, "Understanding of the reading Process
4
%
must,deprid upod.understanding how, language works and understanding

how language is used, that is how language and thought are inter -

V1.

related" (p.'11°).

The researcher has regrettably few tools with

which to objectively investigate these processes.

Goodman used

the analysis of oral reading miscues as a basic, tool for studying

5

the interactions of language and the mind.

Others use studies in'

'speebh processing to determine how the brain works With syntactic

information (e.g., Jarvella, 1971; Fodor and Sever, 190).
a

Eye movement and eye - voice span (EVS) research is .another mettod
.

,..

-.

%

by which the researcher can obtain insight into mind-language operations, a method that hap particular significance to the visual process
t

of reading.

Some recent studies, many originating from the psychology

laboratories of Cornell University, have been designed tb investigate
the relation between syntactic structure and thessoivement.of readers'
eyes.

Though the number of investigations in this area is small
.

,

/

.

.

.

(less than twenty-five), preliminary findings seem to indicate that
.

.

.,

two major syntactic factors are' influential upon eye movement:
.

predictability and "chunking."

Sentences whose /structures are

More Prediotable,due to their familiarity to the reader seem td

.

.

allow the-reader's aye-voice span to increase, while'less familiar

sentence structured-have adecreased span.

Syntactic "chunking"

seems to be an ,internal process by which the reader analyzes syntactic
.

structure.

"

Thia process. is apparently reflected by the eye=voice
4

span,k0hich tends to terminate at the boundaries of Structural4 chunks
such is phrases' and clauses.

ti

10

.

.

3.

Purpose

t

The purpose of this study'as to investigate the influences of
`boundary reading and predictability upon.the eye-voice span4'of high
and low ability readers at the high school level.

Hypotheses

.Five hypothesea 'were proposed.

The first two dealt with the

relationship between EVS arid phrase and clause boundaries.

-

1. me eye-voice spans of both high and low ability readers
'tend to,ierminate at phrase and clause boundaries.
2.

Higivand low ability reader4 will liave the same mean

percentageoi EVS terminations at phrase and clause boundariA..
,
-.......,

.

.

,

.

The third was propol.d to help relate this study to pas

research.

/

3.

Mean Eva of high ability . readers is longer than that of

low ability readers,

er.

.

A

The fourtil and fifth dealt with the interaction of EVS with
,

ifferent sentence structures.
/r-

4.- The EVS of both high and low readers is longer in sentences
with more, predictable sentence structure patterns than in- sentences
ti

with less predictable structural patterns. 00,
5.

EVS of high readers is more responsive to sentence structure

than the EVS of low readers, assdemonstrated by a greater'amount of
EVS length

adjustment in

reading group.

the high reading group than in the low

se.

4

Importance

Very little research has been done using syntax as a variable
4

:-

in the study Of eye Movement with average and low ability readers.

.11

Predictions forming the hypotheses of this study were largelyde,

rived from a'few studies dealing with young childxen

several college -

level studies; and one study by Schlessinger (19694 done with adUrt
readers of Hebrew.

It was hoped that thefindings of the present

study, whether or not they indicated great differences in performance.
on the 'part of the two sample groups,. would provide
a clue into the

workings of syntactic analysis within thp readers' minds, and, in
conjunction with similar studies, would contribu

to the under-.

standing of this aspect cf-the readingprocess.

Definition of Terms "

Exe:voice

the number of sequent

:

rds a reader is

'able to report after the.point at which a Stimulus
paragraph:is

xemoved from sight during oral reading.
Syntax:

"The way morphemes are joined together-to,malke.igrger
.

.

units-- words,,phrases, clauses, and ultidately'whole sentences"

(Pyles and Algeo, 100, p.,133).

In the present study, the

z

tinction between deep andsurlace syntactic structure was viewed
1,b

as irreleVant.

If, however, a distinction must be made. the syn-

tactic'units studied were surface in'nature.
..,.

%

,

.

More predictable and less predictable sentences:

a more.

,-,
'?,

.

.

predictable Syntactic pattern is more likely to be constructed by
.

,..

subjebts in a[cloze-type tedt than a less predictable Pattern:

For

-

5.

thig"study, right-4)edded sentences were hypothesized to be more
predistible and left-embedded to be less predictable, in accordance

and

with findings by Levin and Kaplan (1970)

Levin, Grossman, KaPlani

.and_Yang(1972).'
'Boundary reading, (or chunking): *a hypothesized tendency of

.

-

[

,

.

.

visual perception during reading to process sentences according to
0

-surface'structure phrase-and clause constituents.

Hi* and low ability readers: high readers are d fined as
--scoring in the top'quartile

their grade in'schOol according(to
A

resultd on the Total Reading Score of the CooperativelEnglish Test,
Form 2Ery'1960 Revision.

Low readers are,deiined'as scorihg in the

lower quartile on the same test.
Target sentence:

a sentence-containing either a right- oe,left-._

embedding, and appearing in a reading selection.. Each target sentence
was, assigned a predetermined'criticaLpoint.
,

Critical point:

a predetermined point in ,a target sentence..

at which, during oral reading, the reading selection.is removed from
the subject's view.

Assumptions
-,,,

A key assumption in this experiment was that eye mo vement reglticte
*

internal syntlactic.proceseing.

'

At facieovalue, this would appear tq be

logioal presupposii.- ion, and indeed, research seems totsupport it.
_
o.

..

.

ct *elation of eye movement to processing is however, not letfully established.

!A\velated

assumption was that a shortened eye--

,

.
.

,

.

-°--voice span indicates that the reader is having difficulty in pro.
cessing. Since -this atudY tried to procedurally taqualize all other
,

,4

<

13

.

6

.variables, it was assumed that the difficulty involved, was syn tactic in nature.:

'

Another assumption involved in drawing conclusioni from -this
research wes that oral reading essentially involVes the same ink?

ternal processes of syntactiS and semantic analysis as does silent
.

reading, and that the results of this study'could be generalized to
silent reading.

It was assumed that oral reading is composed of two

related, but distinct, processes, thoie of silent reading and of
,speech.

IA order to read. with acceptable intonations, the reader

must. use his silent reading abilitiesto gather information to the
right of the word which is actually being read aloud. .A span is
7

C-

,thus created between the word being pronounced and the word upon
41114.

which the eyes are looking.

This span, the eye-voice span, is

thereforp'apparently quite closely related to silent reading
processes...

.

Limitations

Key` imitations to the conclusions that, can be. drawn from the

resuls-of this studx include the limitations ortechniqUe and of
-

assumptions:

pi
'

).

-

(.../'

eye-voice span is influenced by many,factors ether=
!

than syntal(legibility of material, figure-groUhd contrast Of
printed matter, purpose and attitUde'of reader, among others), all

of which Mat be taken into account by the researche

and by those

Wild examine his findings.

ed and' methods

Differences, in equipment

of Measuring eye-voice.sp6 maT.also influence-the r sults.

0

14

kg

e

CHAPTER.II

REVIEW OE LITERATUR
.1;

k

The focus of this review is on two areas of psye olinguistic
research:

syntactic proCessing and the.use of eye,moivement research

to investigate internal syntactic and semantic procesises.

A brief

historical survey of the use of eye movement in reading research
i ntroduces the subject.

,

A,-discussion of the chunk t

tactic processing is followed by surveys of.eye move

orY of synnt research'

in the areas of.surfSce chUnking and transformational; deep -struc .

tures.

The effects, of predictability of syntax upqn eye movement

'and the eye movements of high and-low ability readers in relation

to syntax are also discussed.
4

The review is concluded with a dis"

Cussion of eye-voice spail measurement techniques..

4

.

Historical Development

Since the discovery of the existence of saccades (eye movements)

by-French oculist Java. 51879), numerous researchers in the field of
reading have-investfgated the relationship of eye movements to in.

tsrnal processes. ,As early as 1922, some researchers recognized that

a relationship existed between themind, the eye, and the content of
,

a passage being'read.

JUdd and Buswell (1922), two important early.

eye movemeneresearchers, argued that,,"Eymovements are but external

15

C7

8

manifestations of an'inner condition which'is set up ir *he central
.

,

nervous system" (p. 21), apd that eye movements were related to the
,

.
.

reader's attempt to ffrotess visual material.

-

In his survey of eye movement research in reading,'Rayner (1975)

'noted that, After an early interest ineuch/isSnes as word proceSsing,
subvocal speech, information processing during fixations, and other
critical theoretical matters, bye move cent tesearchers tended to limit

their studies tomere description.

nuking the late twenties until

,:

the late sixties, iuch-'researchers werli interested in eyemovement
.

a

pattern differences'between readers and in attempting to train eyi
movement behAvioras a method of improivin4 reading.

The relative

lack of significance in the results of these studies led:to a decline
in'eye movement research.

Noting that there'were 40% fewer eye move.

4

meat studies in reading in 1947-1957 than in 1937-1947, Tinker' (1948)
I.

concluded:
,--4.3'It--rmadatipeat-frOm a survey of the. literature that the
study of eye movements in reading is to some degree reaching
,tt.he stage of diminishing returns. Relatively few of the
recent experiments deal frith fundamental problems....The
futuie.of eye'movements in>readig does not appear to be
too promising-....What-we need now is less activity by dil4L ettantes who are inadequately prepared to sea the fundamental

problems and unable to'designsuitable experiments in tie
field.

(p. 229)

.

Recent years have seen a return to theeutilization of-eye move-

ment and eye-voiceApanias tools for investigating processing.

Under.

,

the assumption tat movements of-the eye reflect o r are related to
1

internal processing, researchers are studying thse
e
processes using

*

eye movements.

One such area of processing during reading which is-

----

ender study is syntax.

1.

9
A

It is difficult and dangerous to attempt to draw anything but

,

gic

very tentative conblusions ftoi the present handful of eye movement
and eye -voice span studies on syntax.

Yet, as interest builds for

the.construction of a thoroughly document

model of the reading
.44

process, such studies may provide a key to the,inter(lal processes
involved in.reading.

Eye Movement measurement is rapidly becoming

a more exact, science and provides information which is easily
.

quantifiable and totally objective.'

Eye movement in reading must not be seencas a constant mechanipal
movement idlichis basically unchanging.

The eyes move in a flexible

pattern which is responsive to the content,and structure 'of material
q)

being read.

plicate findings.

For instance, it is difficult
to distinguish be,

tween purely syntactic and purely semantic context.

S

,

Many, factors enter intethe reading process which com-

In the nature

of the case, such a distinction seems to be very difficult; if not
impossible.

Another factor which may contaminate findings is the

physical layout of test sentences:

researchers must take into ac-

count/the fact that this' will affect eye movements..

'A significant amount of research remains to be accomplished tb

establisha clear link between the internal syntactic processes.
.

.

..,--

,during reading and eye 'movement.
O.

Yet, the research that has been
..

*

.

.

done seems, to indicate'that the understanding of such a,lia will
.

.

be 'of great value to all who wish to better understand the reading
°process.

,

.17
1,

Chunk Theory of Syntactic Prodessing

'Gibson (1965), in describing the, progression of a child from
..

/

i
.
J
spoken to written language, claimed thet there are three phases in /
/
this proces6, each of which involves different- types of learning
.

tasks.

They%are:

1.

learningto differentiate symboli;

2.

learnifig to decode letters to sounds;

3'.

using progressiveiybighTorder uhits,o1 structure (p, 317).

ti

The last of these phases is of prizlary concern to this,study.

As

Gibson poin ted out, linguists. are in general agreement that a

heirarchy exists in languagecomposed of units of various sizes
and of differing sophistication.

AgrEement'iS not so general,

hdweVer, on the matter of just what the,units and heirarchies are,
or on how these are related to the 'Perceptual processes.

-Gibson argued that the smallest`perCeptual unit in written
>language is not the single grapheme,_sisice there does not seem to

-be a letter-by-letter sequence of processing during reading.

Stle

referred to research which shows that tachistoscopic flashing of
4

a word in a letter-by-letter sequence is,fir less efficient than
4

theflashing of the cda;plete wdide Instead of the grapheme, Gibson
/

(1965) argued that spelling patterns are the basic unit in written
English.

"The relevant, graphic unit is.afunctionil unit .of one

or more letters, in a given position Within the word, which is in

, correspondence with a specific pronunciation"(p: 329).
*

u

'In a further study of these grapheme-phoneme correspondence
units, Gibson,

-

Osseri -and Hammond (1962) attempted to
43.

18

11
4

substantiate this concept as a valid definition of the reading
process:

The hypothesis advanced is that the -reading task is
essentially that of discovering higher-order invariants,
the spelling-to-sound correlations. These axe cnstantswhich are presumably discovered by exposure to both the
graphic and phonemic stimuli at t)
same time and in
different contexts, so that invariant combinationscan
be recognized in many different words. .(p. 555)

.

.

o

They predicted that skilled readers should be able to visually
0

discriminate letter - groups forming pseudo-words bettei if they
44

were constructed accordingto standard English spelling -tos-isOund
,

correlations rather'than if they were not so constructed, or only
partially so constructed.

Results confirmed these predictions.
in

If it is true, as these studies seem to show, that the
phoneme - grapheme, correspondence is the basic unit of written

'

language used in the reading task, it is certainly also true
4.

tht.t larger and more complex units also exist. ,the conceit of

the "chunk" as a unit of immediate memory was first proposeiv
Miller (1956).

He.proposed,and offered evidence to support the

hypothesis thatthe informational capacity of short -term memory
was abited tota certain number of "chunks". of information

("The

Magical Number Seven.Plus,or Minut Two" was the title of his original article and specifies the typical number of chunks) that
could be held for,,immediate recall.

A grapheme or phoneme might
4

be considered one chunk, but higher-order levels of chunks also
exist, according to Mq.ler.

Though no. person could be trained to

exceed lie "magical number," anyone could be taught to'enlarge the
size of his chunks.

19

/

.

In order to speak oldie precisely, therefore, we must
recognize the importance of grouping or organizing
the:input sequence into units or chunks. Since, the
', memory spaii is a fixed'number of-chdnks, we can increase-the number of bits of information that it contains simply lebuilding 67.e., training a subject,to
, have?' larger and larger chunks, each chunk containing
more information than before. ip.

.

$

Simon (1974)' contested the'-uconstant capacity in chunks"
e

A

aspect of Miller's hypothesis, claiming that as the number of

ss,

.

information'bits in each:chunk gets larger; the number of chtinks
,

.

that'can be 'held- in short-term memory tends

becpmei5Aller.

.,

`:...,

.

:

.

Severial studies cited demonstrated this%tendency as subjects

prOgressed'from one-syllable words to familiar phrases of six
to

words, each of these phraieS being considered a chunk.

Simon does conclude, however, that "the psychological reality of
the chunk has been'faitly,well demonstrated" (13:

s

r

According to Levelt (1970), Milfer stated ina 1962,Study
that the phrase might be the natural unit, or chunk, of speech
processing.

number of studies.were directed at investigating _

this possibility, the most promising of which utilized a "click
procedure."

Researchers superimposed clicks'on recordings of
4

continuous speedh, then requested subjects to reportlihere they:
perceived the position of the click to be.

Assuming thit a true

perceptUal unit would exhibit'-a tendency to resist-interruption,

4

-

Fodor and Bever (1965)- hypothesized' hat. the subjects would tend

to perceptually dislocate the click

oward, butnot beyond, major

syntactic boundaries.. They found that their hypothesis predicted
9

the direction of cl ck dislodation in 60% of the erroneous responses.'.
'

Of the tots, responses,

were errors.

o
S.

Bever, Lackner, and Kirk,

13
,

cob(
(1969) criticized this study for
,dealing only with surfabe'structural boundaries. Their own study-lias designed
to test whether the
click procedure pointed_toward the mlistende
of underlyiggjstruc'

.

tural (wits in sentences where the
surface clause boundaries did
riot coincide with the

"umderlying'structural div isions.

.

Results

indicated that the subjective
report of click locationtended to
_
.

rs.

be attracted toward underlying structural
boundaries' when they
'coincided with major surface boundaried,
such as subject noun.

t.

phrases and object noun phrases..
6

AC

A further-study by Bever, Kirk and Lackner
(1969) on the

psychologidil reality of. linguistic
segments utilized galvanic

4

skin response (GSR) to shocks administered
during continuous speech.

GSR seemed to be related to clause
stricture, as response was larger
at the end of a clause than at the
beginning, and the reaponse,to
shocks at the end of clauses decreased
as a function of the clause
I,

ldngth.

4.

'.'In another,Attempt to investigate

syntactic segmentation,

:Levelt (1970) tape-recorded
sentences,and added a background of.
-.-white noise.

SAjects were asked to write down aimud)las
they

4

,heard.

Levelt,found thalarge speech - perceived chunks
tended to

be the same as the major phrase and
clause surface constituents,,
le
but that no apparent'relation
existed between'the minor 'chunks and
.

.

-

minor constituents.

'

.

.

.

come research involving short -term memory
ale syntax in con-,:

nested speech has also indicated that syntactic'stiuctural
Units
may have an influence On memory.

"
,

I

Jarvella (1971; and Jarvella and

6
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4,

' 14
0

.

'4

Herman (1972) had subje,*ts listen'to longVassages
of connected
.
.
'
t:

,

discoursp.

ft.

The passages were interrupted to test the`
subjects'

*
s
_recall of the speech.
,

0
Findingsindicated that sentences are pro,
,

4

cessed clause by clause; for a high percentage
of listeners were
abli,to exactly recall

.f

.

'

the most recently heard clause.

Recall-

9,

of previous clauses and sentences indicated
that they had already'

Q

undergone semantic analysisand the' exact wording
was Lorgotten.
Cleariy_a.great deal of research remiiositO
be accomplished
I

in determining the exact ,role of chunking of linguistic
input.

$1

The actual psycholdgical reality of such.chunks
appears to be well
established by a number of exp/fmental techniques,
but the exact
role of these syntactic' units.is yet to be determined.
'research is also needed.in
r
c

Further

determining-heirarchies involVed in this
r`

linguistic chunking process.'

SyntaCtic Chunking and

at

Movdtaent

An area of syntactic influence on, ets movement
in 'Which re-

searchers have done a significant'-amount of study
is that of phrase.
and clause boundaties.add_theit
eye -voice span. ,Snch research

relationship to eye movement and
.

-

proilises.to'be of great. value in :

investigating, uch theories as that of Gibson
(1965), who proposed
,r
0

that maturation in use of-language is a process
in Which a child
A i
1

uses progressively high-order
e

,,
-/

tructUre.
.

,.

$

4

t'',

unfts-orsyntadticand semantic

"

.

,.

i

-0

Judd And Buswell (1922) theorized that rea
'rs frequently

4-

ro

Slowed down rateOf reading in"orderto group
a difficult sentence
.

A

22

,
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into meaningful phrases.

They were able to point to several

examples from their stud ies which may.have been illtistrations

of this, but no systematic attempt was made to e1alyze this
any further.

Much of the work in'the study of eye Movement and syntactic
&St,

boundaries has been done at Cornell University, and representative
studies' reqound in Levin and, Williams (1970).

Kennedy (1967),

for example,. studiedtregressive eye.mcvements across various types

of intra-sentence boundaries.

He 'found that regressions (backward

"eye movement), tend to "take place within, rather ,than iacross, such
o

boundaries, and that the stronger the boundary, the less likely a
-.

4

,' regression will cross it. 'Weak constituent boundaries (such as

that between an adjective-and the-noun which follows) are much more
likely to be crossed than a stronilbcmmdary",(such asethOt between
ar
subject phrase and a predicate phrase).

In a study designed to

ine eye-voice span in actiVeand"
v
0

passive sentences, Levin and Kaplan (1968) scored,their results
for the tendency Of eye-voice span to end at syntactic boundaries,

t

, They found this tendency'to be highly significant, as. 361 out of

.563 eye-voice span - recordings terminated at a major boupdarY.

A

liter study by Levin and Kaplan (1970) used active sentences,

'

. variously constructed of two word phrases, three word phrases, and
four wbrd phrases. `With all three types of sentences, nmbjetts
-

(consisting of 2nd, 4V, 6t h, 8th, 10th graders-and adults) showed

a tendency for eye-voice span to terminate at phrase boundaries.
Since "there was no difference in number of eye-Vbice span terminations

.23

*es
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at boundaries between the three types of sentences, this result
could not be simply explained away as a function of phrase length.
I.

-Further, "when readers inserted words into their spans that were

not really in the text, these insertions ustlally completedlohrases"
(pp. 123-124).

Schlessinger (1969), agreeing with Gibson that readers tend to
chunk sentences into phrase units, predicted that these
chunks,
or units, of reading would be determined by the grammatical struc-

tureof the Sentence.

Readers, in attempting to segment the sentence,

would read ahead to the end of a 4roup,of words which constituted
such a syntactic unit.

Thus, the eye-voice span would reveal the
6
,

"unit o"-decoding," since the syntactic structures themselves would
determine'the size of the siman..

This concept of the eye-voice span as a flexible mechanism,
tt

increasinl or decreasing accordingo the dictates of grammatical
.structure, was supported by Schlessinger's own findings that readers
tend'to read ahead to the end of phrases.' Working with Israeli

J.
students in the Hebrew language, Alessingerbonstructed sentences
similar to the following:

"The woman teacher, who had taught him Latin, was very tleased."
I

He reasoned that reader's'eye-voice spans would tend-to end at major
syntactic boundaries :, such as after "teacher," "Latin,"
and "pleased,"

as well as at minor` syntactic boundaries.

These minor boundaries,

which Schlessinger calls "Chain boundaries," are sentence constit-

uentRwhich "being ignorant of the subsequent words, ghe reader/
might take to be the-last word in a syntactic constituent" (p.
29).

C-

.44

S

*

"Woman" and "him" would be'phain boundaries in the exami4e sentence.
The results of the study showed that the readers'eye-voice spans
tended to.terminate at boundaries two-thirds of thetime, significantly abolie the one-half result dictated by change (since,one-hale

of the words were at such boundaries).'
A further study by Levin and Turner (1968) tlso supported this
.\

concept, that a reader's eye4.roice span is not fixed,, but expands

and contracts with phrase boundaries:

The researchers measured 4ks

voice span in sentences with active or'passive verb phrases. 'They
found that-the eye-voice span Of mature readers expanded with passive phrases and contracted with active phrases, but Alat in both
,

-

cases the eye-voice span, tended to terminate at_phrase

undaries.

'A more recent article, by Rode (1974), noted the i "children
children
.

in the acquisition stage of the eeading process appear to be muchmore constrained than adults in their ability
linguistic cues to guide their reading" (15.1.26).

use conceptual or
Rode's study was

designed.to_examine the ability-of children in the acquisition stage
to,use -syntactic ctes in the form of phrase and clause boundaries.

While her study was primarily concerned with the developmental
aspect of use of these. syntactic units, it did demonstrate that
.

readers asyoung.as third graders tend to read in phrase
and thaefifth graders show an increasing tendency to terminate
eye-voice span at clause boundaries.
It seems apparent that the eye, movement studies cited above,

as well as several studies involving auditory. perception and syn-

tactic chunk boundaries, do not require explanations
.

.

yntadtic.

0

,-1B

processing offered by transformational grammar.theory. - Thus, the
-"\

ti

.-f
chunking model of syntActic'pxocessing, which does noerequire.

the use Of'a distinction between

deep.and,surface structure, is

rapidly gaining support from researchers, despite the fact that
for some years transformational generative grammar has been,the

,

accept000pproach.of many linguists to the mental proAsses involved in dealing with sentence strueture.. Nture esearch in
.

eye movement may-well prove' to be of vital importahce in this cop111me

troverSy.

Transformational Grammar and at Movement

Despite,the acceptance'of'transformaional generatiVe grammar.
among linguists during tha 1960'S, very little-work babeekdone
correlating. transfoimations.("thode processes which convert de4p.1

structures into intermediate and/or surface structures," Jacobs
.

and Rosenbagm, 1908, p. 23)'to eye movement or, eye-voice span.
%.

,

.

The theoretical fouridatkon for such studies has been laid, however,'
*

.

and several important auditory perception studies have
beeh done in

\

this area.

In an important theoretical work which attempts to deal with
the relation of perception to transforthational.syntactic structure,
,

.

4

Bever (1970) proposed a model of speech perception.
J
,

ACTUAL

s'

%

PERCEPTUAL

.

,INTERNAL STRUC/bRE
.,

--.---SEOUENCE-

-DEVICE

.:
.

.

--

1

OF 'SENTENCE

.
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The stimulus sentence is analyzed by an auditory perceptual device
which "isolates the internal structure co
segue

Bonding to each lexical

e":.(p. 288), that is, breaks the sentence into its constituent

intermediate and deeistructures,

The process of syntactic analysig

continuesiuntil the sentence'is broken dow n !to its deep, or semantic,

,...

o,

structure, "the form in which sentences are understood and memorized"
(p. 287).

The operation oithe perceptual device is of consequence to
.
r

and

auditory perceptiOn
,
'

4'

eye movement researchers.

..

Preliminary re---

t

search was lc
carried out under the working hypothesis that the percepttl!aldevice involved in auditOry perception would be directly

re

"

ted'to the number of transformations involved in the surface
,

../1
grammatical

*

structure of a stimulus sentence.

For example, according

to this.hypi6thesis, a paSsive sentence would be ;ore difficult'to

understand_than_a=active sentence due to the_extra-transformatiOnLI --------,___
------__ _-.,...--_-- .

involved in passive constructions.

This difficulty would be eAdenced

in investigations into the perceptual device working,,to analyze the
sentence into its constituent structures.

Fodor and parrett (1966)

reviewed the evidence for such-claims and concluded that it was
.
-

unconvincing.

They argued that this relationship between grammaticai

rules is "abstract" rather than direct. Pearson (1975), also pointing
out that auditory perception studies simply do not support the hypothesis that "as.Surface structure'form approaches deep structure form,
comprehension is facilitated" (p. 158), rejecte4,-, transformational

generative theory of language and opted

the."chunk" model dis-

cussed earlier in this paper, a.iiCdel he labelled "Conceptual..-_
. ,

Abstraction."

*,

4.
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One key study.in auditory perception based upon transforma=
tional grammar was_dq0e by Fodor and Bever (1965).

The researchers

constructed stimulus sentences such as the,followinge,

I.

"That he was happy was evident from the way he smiled."

THe sentences were'then segmented according to the rules
of transformational grammar into their deep constituents, as fbllows:
"that he was happy"

*

"evident, from the way he smiled"

"he was happy"

"from the way he smiled"

F

(

"was happy"

"the way he smiled"

"was evident from the way he smiled"

'the way"

"he smiled"

In an effort to find whether these segments are related to perceptual
units utilized by listeners, the investigators att

wtietherthe units would r

ed to find

ist interruptim(, thereby pieserving
Mr

their, integrity.

Fodor and Bever theorized that if,these Were-.r
vOT
04
actually units, a-sub5ect,; upon hearing a click placed inside
one
of these units, would tenet() perceptually mPve the click toward
.the end of the Unit.

This procedute was originated by,Ladefoged

and Broadbent (1960) in an investigation of

hones as speech

perception units.

The researchers found that the subjects.subjectively moved
the
click (by reporting its occurrence during li tening toa
sentence,
incorrectly as far atc-placement in the senten e is concerned)
toward

major transformational unit boundaries in only 53% of the
regions's

recorded, not 'particularly important figure.

The only syntactic

boundaries which were deMonstrated to be significant by this study

were bo

ies between clauses.

A

,
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The result of this study was a factor in todor and
Garrett's
(1968) rejection of the hypothesistiiat

study of perceptual units:
4

would confirm a,direct rela

between percePtion and the rules
/

of transformational gr

Mehler, Bever-an Car

(1967) investigated the relation of

surface and deep structure constituents to eye movement.

The

researchers constructed ambiguous sentences, the
interpretation of
which differed primarily at the surface phrase
structure level
(e.g.., "they gave her dog eandies..:") or the=deep structure level

("the'shooting of the hunters...") or both levels
("they are surprising authors...").

An optical apparatus wasUse0 to obtain eye

fiXatien patterns for each sentence.
sentences with -

It was found that for the

face structure differences, noticeable differences
1.

existed in the fixation patterns.

No such large differences were

evident for the sentences with only deep str fture
ambiguities.
From these rather meager floding:I, it is apparent that
no direct

relationship has yet been established between the'syntactic
analysis,
proposed by the transformational generative linguists'and
eye move.,
ment.

If anything, eye movement and speech perception data
seem to

demand a different theory altogether.

More research is needed

specifically, designed to probe the link betweeli perceptual
chunking

and its relationship to internal processing and the
structure tf
language.
I

Predictapility and

/
A questibn of major.importance in' the study.of eye
movemenI
and syntactic, constraints deals with.differencee in
,

ders'
;T

29

.
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strategies in dealing with diffiren4types of sentences.

How, for

instance, do the dye movements or eye-voice span of a reader.en:

.

.

'counteiing a passive eentrncediffer from those of ,the same reader
..,

4

dealngi with an active sentence?

Even more, importantly, why are the

!

.

eyb movements different-6r similar?
/

4-,,

Ul

.

7--A majorpoinito-

.

come out of recent eye movement studies

is-that predictability of a syntactic structure influences eye-voice
t

span.

Stated directly, eye-voice elian'appeari to be longer when the

reader is dealing with syntactic structures Iiihich are more familiar
/
f

to hint and about Ohich he can make certain, predictioris,
than with
.

those Vhieli are less familiar and,

.

therefore, less predictable"in

structure and content.

In a preliminary test to examiAs this hypothesis, Levin and
Kaplan (1970) gave subjects a series of sentences with right-embedding
(relative clause modifies the object of the main verb; e.g., "The

girls Saw,the child that Hill teased on the picnic.") or left-embedding

(relative clausemOdifies
the subject; e.g., "On the, picnic the girls.

that Hill teased saw the,child."),.' Each embedded clause
was deleted,and a blank left in its place.

The subjects were told to fill in;

the 'blanks so as to fbrm a grammatical sentence.

The subjects filled

theiblanks to the right of the verb with
embedded clauses 7b% of the
.

.

time; to the left.. of the verb 33% of the time.

Thi.researchers con-

cluded that,right-embedding is more often expected than left-embeddirig;
and that, as a result, eye-voice span would be longer in the region of
.
,

-.embedding after a main verb.
t

Mesta to determine the validity of tWis

hypothesis showed that,'indeed, eye-voice span vas an average two
,

0

6
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words greater with the more ptedictable right-embedding than with
A

the left.

A further similir study by Levin, Grossman, Kaplan and Yang
(1972) also indicated that right-embeddings are more expected than

S
left-embeddings.

it

Seventy-eight percent of the responses to a,cloze-'

e test were right-embeddings, while only 33% were left-embeddings.

The experiments s went on to obtain eye-voice'Span measures at'five
critical'pos

ions (i.e., black-out points, signified 'in example

sentences here by slashes) with each. of three sentence types:

Sentences with left-embeddings (e.g., "After the dela /the visitors/

that/the guard/escorted Met/the aide from the office of the tiovernor."),
sentences with right-embeddings ("The butcher/chose /the meat/that/the
cook/pUt in the bottom of the freezer.")', and sentences with rightembeddings withlan introductory phrase similar to that of the left,

2.

,

.

'embedded sentences, used as a check against possible contamination,

of results due to plaCement of critical position ("On the trip/the

bump/jarred/the furniture/that/the movers carried in the back of the
truck.").- Res-hits indicated that eye-voice spans in right-embedded

sentences were longer than inileftembedded from the second.critical
position, through the fifth, and that the introductory phrase did not
affect the span, indicating that placement, of the embedded phrase
Aloes hot appear'to be a relevant factor.

In a second experiment, the researchers expanded the numbei of

critical Rpsitions,to eight and again found differences in. eye -voice
span to,be significant in the region of embedding.
In an eye Movemen, study dealing with right- and left-embedded
sentences, Wanat (1971) measured duration and number of fixations.

31.,
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He found that the time spent on the less predictable
left-embeddings

was significantly greatr than that spent on right-embeddings.

Wanat

concurred with the research already cited that this
greater amount

of visual attention was evidently due to the left-embeddings
being
less predictable structures.

Research\nsyntactic predictability and eye movement
has also
been carried out with active and passive-constructions.,

Clark (1965)

had found that the latter parts of passive. sentences
(the subject

and verb) were highly constrained by the beginning of the
sentence
(the object), thus making the end of passive
sentences relatively
highly'predictable.

Active sentences were found to have relatively

independent beginnings and endings:

their Second sections (verb and

object) were.not highly predictibleffromrtheir first
sections (the
subject).
Levin and Kaplan (;1968) hypothesized from these findings
that

the eye-voice span should increase in the middle of
passive sentences
because of the higher predictability and that no increase should
be
,noted in active sentences..

Paragraphs were constructed with test

sentences embedded in them:
Pasiive:' "The cute chubby boy was slowly being
wheeled by
)

Ls

the maid along the narrow lane to the country store."
-

Active:

/

1
"The brash tall Ian was-certainly being loud
at the

meeting of the ner,group,on the main campus."

(p. 253)

.Both passive and active sentences had structura/ly.identical
first
halves.

Critical "light-out" positions were chosen.

Findings sup-

pori.ed the hypothesis, as eye-voice span
in passive' sentences grew

32
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longer at the critical positions located at the verb, the positions

where a reader would first realize he was dealing with
a passive
construction.

The eye-voice span in the active sentences re*ined

constant.

Although Wanat (1971) found that active sentences required
slightly less visual attention than passive sentences, hiS
findings
corroborated those of F.evin and, Kaplan.

In almost all areas of the sentence, the active score 5.e.,
duration and number of fixation? is lower than the corresponding
Passive score....In those areas where the structure of the passive form is more predictable thin the active 5.e., the middle,
or verb:7, the passive requires Ass visual attention- 4p. 55)

Wanat found that "taken as a whole, the active is processed somewhat
'

more smoothly than the passive" (p.

54)..

His conClusion was based

on a sightly larger number of regressive eye movements in passive
sentences.
4e

From the above findings, it appears that the'passive cdnstruction, as a less familiar sentence form, requires slightly
more visual
processing than the active, except in the, area of the main verb,

where the reader is-able to increase eye-voice span due to the
constraining poweis of the object on,the subject.

These seemingly

1

contradictory findings plearlYicall for more,research on this subject.
Wanat and Leirrin (1968), experimenting with agent-deleted (e.g.,

.

_

..)"The boat was piloted by the harbor.") and agent-included ("The boat
/ was

piloted by the helper.") passive sentences, found
that eye-voice

span is greater with the agent-included sentences.

They reasoned

that this was due to the fact that agent-included sentences are
clearly more familiar and predictable t9 speakers of English.

33
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Wanat's (1971) eye movement studies extended this
investigation
and again found that:

Sentences containing phrases'whose structure is more
predictable by the sentence context /i.e., agent-included7
require less visual attention than sentences containing
phrases whose structure is less predictable.
(p. 55)

Agent-deleted
passives were foundto_have more regressive
_ - ___
fixations

1

i

t

-,.

1

than agent-included, thoUgh both had an equal number of
forward,
fixations.

Clearly findings considered here indicate that eye movements
':are heavily influenced by predictability or lack of
predictability
involved in specific syntactic constructions.

A significant amount

of further research'is needed to clarify certain
findinge-involved

in Rassiveand active constructions,however, as well'as
to extend
4

our knowledge -Concerning various otheF,,hitherto ignored, sentence

patterns and their effects on eye movement.

,`

)

Eye Movejtnt of High and Low
Ability Readers and Syntax

Although a larger amount of research has been accomplished
to
compare the eye movements. of high and low ability readers, very
little has been done ,using syntax

t

a variable.

Since eye movement,

may be a keyto oureunderstanding of the visual perception
process

41'

in reading insofar as syntax isconcerned, and since,a
faulty syn.

tactic understanding maybe the cause of (or at least a factor in)
certain cases of poorreading ability, it' would Seem important
to
survey the work that has been4done..

.4
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*---Mack.wortiall.27.2)---resorded the eye movements of high and low

readers7ih the second,

', a "Tiliin-the-blank" test.

given foleach.blank.

foup, A

ixth grades undergoing

Six single word alternatives were

He found that low readers spent more time,'

,
.than high readers looking at possible answers Wfiich
were gram-

matically unsuitable (e.g., looking at a verb when a noun is
.

needed).

He concluded that low readers are not as aware of syntax

as high readers.

This conclusion was hardly surprising and could
4

have been obtained by a standard test Of syntactic knowledge
without
the eye movement camera.

4

a study discussed previously,, Schlessinger (1969) tested high

and low readers for the tendency to terminate eye-voice span at'
syntactic bound

ies.
8,

,

This tendency was 'found to exidtmat approxi-

\

mately the same rate for each group.
:-,

./
The field remains otherwise open,as far as eye moitement,,syntax,
and high and low ability rbadereoste concerned..1Perhaps further
in,
vestiqation will show syntax as reflected by eye movement
to-be a
relatively unimportant factor in the study of differeliees between
high and low readers.

More likely the eye,movements of remedial

readers will be found to react to syntax in a fashion similar
to
that of young4i-Or beginning readers.
.

Eye-Voice Span

Use of the eye-voice span,(EVS), the number-Of consecutive
words

_a subject is able to say after visual presentation of.reading
material
as beep obliterated, has been a familiar technique of eye movement

35
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measurement` for many years.

qt..\

Classic studies us ing,thid techniqUe,

such as Judd and Buswel l (1922).and Fairbanks (1937),
are familiar

to almost everyone acqdrainted with the field of reading.

In more recent years, this simple technique has not
been dis

carded completely in favbr of more sophisticated technology.

Instead

it has been used a a valued tool by researchets, especially
in the
area of syntactic procesiipg.

Eye -voice span measurements have

shown that eye movement in reading is nota.constant
mechanical

movement which is basically unchanging.

tstead, the eyes mo

in

a flexible pattern which-is responsive to the content and structure,
of material being read.

The EVS is especially responsive to sentehce
-4,

structure and-seems to be an indicator ofeases'in internal
processing.

The standard classroom technique of administering
an EVS measurer

ment is by manually covering the reading selection with a piece of
cardboaid or file card.

More exact methods suitable for res earch

include the rear screen projection technique, (Levin and
Kaplan, 1968),
the spring7Lox technique.(Neisser, 1963).441nd the two-way mirror
technique (Rpde, 1964).

The first method,inVoillies the projection

of a reading selection upon a ground glaserear projection
screen
similar to thou; used in microfilm readers.

The experimenter

obliterates the ,visual presentation by ijmpli,sviitching
off power
ft
1
to the :-projector light.

4

The spring-box developed by Neisser contains

the reading selection printed on a card Inside the box.

At the, de-,

sired eritiOal position, the experimenter flips,a switch to
cover the
..z-

seleftion with a spring-powered lid.
,

Rode;s two-way mirror bad&
,

allowed the reading selectibn,to be.seen through a two-way mirror

tti

r

.

when a light inside the box was turned on.

Turning off the light

Immediately removed the selection'from sight.

One of the finest modern studies utilizing EVS was performed
by Levin and Kaplan to determine whether,EVS
was affected differently
by active and passive constructions.
.

The following-list of techni-

cal concerns in EVS measurement is drawn primarily
from that study:

.

1.

Target sentences (the sentences in which blackout
of the

stimulus is to occur) must be properly. constructed
so that only one
4 variable is pfedeht.
I

For instance, in-the Levin and Kaplan study,

target sentences were'stcucturally
active constructions.
2.

identical except fa_ passive and

Vocabulary was also controlled.

Target sentences must be embedded in paragraphs of
four to

five sentences (at least) whidh are unrelated in
content, so that

context can give no cues as to the
words after the target point.:
3.

Since studies have shown that subjects tend to
scan the

first line of a selection before reading aloud, the
target sentence

must not
4.

first.

nsure that subj'ects do not become conditioned to ignoring

the fiist sentence of paragraphs, fillei paragraphs
mustAi4 constructed in which black-out occurs in the first sentence.

4

5.

To be certain of statistical val!dity,

a large nun er of

paragraphs must be used in different random presentation
orders.
.

6.

Preliminary exploratory investigations may be
necessary

to find the best critical positions.
7.

position.

Amile room must be allowed before and 4ter
a critical
Levin and Kaplan allowed at least three words to
precede

and eight to eleven words to follow the critical position.

.
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8.

SiZe of letters should approximate that in texts.

9.

Levin and Kaplan utilized a fixation point, which appeared

on the projection screen indicating where each paragraph would
begin.
This eliminated the problem of the subject having to
search Ur
screen every time a new paragraph was exposed, thus allowing 'time

,

to briefly scan the paragraph and poesibi4 influence the
results.
10. 'Contrast between letters iind background should be low

enough to prevent visual after-images.

4 number of methods of computing EVS exist, none of which has
thus far shown any significant difference in quality of results.
The standard eye-voice measurement, the number of words
after the

-critical point reported orally, has already been described.

Levin

-

and Kaplan (1968) called this the Recall EVS.

They also incorporated another computation, labelled the
Recognitibn EVS, into their study.

A list of individual words,

some of which were the words following the critical position and
some of which were words visually or semantically similar to them,

was constructed and administered to the subject after the subject's
report'of Recall EVS.

the subject was instructed to choose any
4

words from the list which were repognized as having been
part of
the reading selection but which had not been-reported.
.

This test,

was designed as a control foi guessing 'and for the subject being

too conservative.-

Another EVS computational tecbniqUt was used by Rode (1974).
Called Corrected Scoring, a subject's errors in recall EVS
were
labelled "miscues" and analyzed ail to syntactic and semantic

r:1
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correctness.

Rode found that 62%.of the miscues were correq,in both

areas and used the results to further establish her.findings with
Recall EVS.

Geyer (1968) measured a temporil'eye-voice span, the time
needed to pronounce words remembered after the critical point.

-He found that the temporal EVStends to remain constant at approxiti

mately one second.
Eye-voice Apan measurement, which for many years was seen by
researchers as an outdated instrument-of minimal value, is now

being used asa variable in the study of such areas'asirOstion
processing d3Iring_reading, development of letter perception,, and

syntactic and semantic processing
rocessing of sentences.

It is apparent

that such research, eased ,upon the assumption that,externally

observable movements of the eyes are a mijorclue.to internal
.7
processes, will,be a valuable contribution to the formation of

theories of reading based upon those processes.

Summary
4'

'At the present time,,a great amount of research is still
needed to clarify the relation between/internal syntactic analysis;
and perceptual devices such as eye-voice span, measurement in order

4

to determine the value of such devices in the development and support
of theories of'reading.

While it is apparent that eye movement

during reading does reflect surface syntactic'conitituents such as
phrases and clauses, even with novice readers, more research of the
subject is necessary to confirm the phenomenon, and thepresent study
sought to do so at the high school level.

c.
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More importantly, the prese
ti

ledge concerning theexternal

study attempted Oto expand knowflection of .internal processes

involved with the reading 'of more and less predictable sentences.

Previous research in the area, proving to be somewhat contradictory,
had failed
to clarify the,role of predictability of graMmatical
.

structure in reading; and itgas hoped that this study would clarify
some of the issues involved, especially in regards to how higher
and lower ability readers would deal with the right- and left.embedded structures.
,e

Lastly, the study recorded and analyzed differences between the

high and low ability reading groups when dealing with both syntactic
.

con§tituents and with more.and less predictable sentence structures,

with the purpose of4determining"how each group grappled with the
syntactic problems involved.

A.
NO
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CHAPTER III

METHOD

The primary purpose of the first two hypotheses of this study
was to examine the tendency of the eye-voice span of high and low,
ability high school readers to terminate at phrase and}clause
boundaries.

A second purpose, &kilt with in the last two hypotheses,

was to determine whether a relationship exists between students'
reading ability and their eye-voice span flexibility when encounter,

ing more and less predictable sentence structures.

The third

hypothesis was designed to confirm findings of older studies in
regard to the EVS of better and poorer readers.

The following

questions were asked:
1.

Do the eye-voice spans of readers tend to terminate at

phrase and clause boundaries significantly more than predicted
by chance?
2.

Is there a significant difference in, tendency to terminate,

eye-voice sphn at phrase and clause boundaries between high and, low
readers?
3.

Is there a significant difference in the average eye-voice

span of high andlow readers?
4.

Is there a significant difference in the average eye-voice

span for students reading more, and less p

ictable sentences?
0
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5.

readers

Is there a significant difference between high and low
regard to their adjustment of eye-voice span length

between more and less predictable sentences?

Sample

Manville High School is located in the Borough of Mafiville,
Somerset County, New Jersey, a suburban community composed primarily
of blue collar 'workers who are second and third generation descendents

of immigrants from Eastern Europe.

There are no black and few

Hispanic students in the.high school.
The participants in this study were randomly drawn from the
upper and lower quartiles of the tenth grade and included 25 girls
and 35 boys, a total of 60.

Average age,Was 15 years, 2 months, the'

range being from 14 years, 4 months, to 15 years, 11 months.

Subjects were chosen and assigned to one of two groups according
to their results in the Total Reading subscore on theCooperative

English Test, Form 2b, 1960 Revision.
were assigned to Group I'.

signed to Group II.

Subjectq in the upper quartile

Subjects in the lower quartile were as-

No students who scored in the middle two quartiles

were chosen for this study.

No intelligence test was administered to' the subjects, but
chronological ages were checked against grade plaaiMept to insure
that all students were in approximately the expect
age.

grade for their'

It was believed that this would adequately insure that both the

very low and very high ends of the I.Q. range would tendfto be eliminated.

It was not believed necessary to administer an intelligence

4s
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test solely forlehe sake of this study, as the study
was more

concerned with reading achievement than with intelligence
per sew

Measurement Instruments'

In order to choose subjects and assign them to experimental.
groups, a nonmed reading, achievement test was utilized-, After

subjects were randomly chosen from.,a list of qualified
'students
and assigned to either Group I (high readers) or Group
II (low
readeri), ,a specially constructed eye-voice
span test was individ-

ually administered to each student.

Reading Achievement

e,

Description and Reviews.--

The Cooperative English Test (1960 Revision), Level
Two, is a
test designed and nonmed for grades nine to twelve.

It consists of

two-forty-minute sections, one for reading and the other for
English
expression.

Only-the Total Reading subscore results were used in

this study.

V,

Reviews of the test appear to be highly, ,favorable. .Feldt
(Buros, 1965), fOr instance, "has nO'heeitancy in
strongly recommending" the testAp. 5544-, as he )3elieved it to be well constructed
and statistically very sound despite a need for
more research on the
,predictive validity.

Though Lorimer (Buros, 1965) pointed out that

the norms are based Largely on small rural towns
and-expressed /
reservations about a small number of the reading samples, she
claims
the test is "probably the best on the market" (p.
556).
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The 'reading=section of the test is composed
of two subtests:

vocabulary and reading 'comprehension.

vocabulary section con-

tains 60 items, each of which consists
of a'word out of context
and four choices of possible synonymi.

The reading comprehension

subtesi also contains 60 multiple choice
questions concerning

reading selectioni.

The selections vary in length frog 60 to
300

words and cover a wide range of subject
material.
4-

"aw,scores are reported foi vocabulary;
reading compphension
(which is largely 'unaffected by
reading rate), and the rate of

,comprehension.

By referring to the proper scale in the interpketa-

tion manual, the three raw scores
can then be transformed into
0
percentile rank bands'.

A total reading percentile rank band can

also be obtained'by Combining the raw scores of
the subtest nd

referring tothe proper scale in the manual.
Alternite form reliability is reported
in the technical report
as being .94 for title 'iotal Reading

Score on Form 2B bf the test.

Reliability measuree,for tbe-subscores are also
reported:

.89 for

vocabulary, .78 fc\r'comprehension, and .87 for
speed of comprehension..
The technical manual provides information oh only
one study-of
the piedictive validity.,of the 1960 Revision, Which
was carried out

at the,college leVel.

Results on Form 1C administered to freshmen

were correlated with results on regular Etiglish.tests
during the
\

following semeiter and resulted in a .67
correlation.
,Numerous
E.
,studies of the predictive and concurrent validity
of thE earlier
forms of the test are alai, reported, with
correlations ranging from
the. thirtieS to the low seventies.`
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Administration of the Cooperative English Test.--

The Cooperative English Test, Form 2B, had been adminiitered

to all tenth grade students at Manville' High School during
the fall
OE 1976, and the resultsiiere in the
bchool files.

Results had been

obtained using tenth grade spring norms, since the
publishers of
this test have made Only spring norms available.

They warn that

this may result in a tendency for scores to be somewhat
low, but
this effect was deemed to be of minimal importance to the present
study.

The administration of this test was a part of the regular

program of the English department,

each English teacher giying the

o

test during class time in two fifty-minute periods or three forty:Minute periods.

Results of the Total Reading subscore were used to place each

student in one ofthree categoriel:
1.

High readers:

those whose raw score results placed them

in the upper quartile, according to the norms reported in.the
test's
technical Manual.
\

2.

Low readers:, those whose results p laced them in the lower

quartile, according to the norms reported.
.

3.

IL.
All other subjects (i.e., those in the middle twow4Wartiles)
. 1

were disqualified from this study.

A

-L

From each of thefirt two groups, thirty students were chosen
at random to be subjects. .High ability'readers were assigned
Group I and low readers, to Group II.

,
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Eye,,Voice Span Measurement

Scan Box.--

A scam
nk

similar to that described by Bode (1974) was
W
c7

constructed to facilitate measurement of eye-voice
span.

A two-way

sheet-plastic mirror was positioned at the top of the wood
frame
box so that when a small

a small shelf nei\it

t bulb inside the box was_turned on,
clearly visible through the plastic.

With the light off,\tbe contents of the box were not visible.
Reading selections were placed on the shelf.

When the light.Was

extinguished, the plastic functioned as a mirror and thexead4ng
selegtiOn'was not,visible.
I

After a reading selection was)placed in the scan

j
through h

an aperture-in the back, the experimenter activated a
h1idden switch
to turn on the light.

As the subject read the visible reading

ir

selection aloud, the experimenter waited until a predetermined
critical position in the selection,wak reached,

He then turned off

the light, removing the selectibn from the subject's view.
-

The ex-

perimefiter then recorded the last word of the reading selection
which the' subject was able to accurately remember.

Target Sentences.--

Previous studies, notably Levin and !Cagier' (1970),
Wanat (1971),

and Levin, Grossman Kaplah, and Yang (1972), discovered that
PCPdictability seemstto play a key role in the eye-Voice span of subjects

4

,
4

r

t

I

i

r
1

A

a4

I

Two-Way
Mirror

:

a

16"
Figure 1:

EVS Scan BOx

4.
,
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reading right- and left-embedded sentences.

It was for this ,reason

that these two sentence structures were chosen to constitute the'
target sentences.

Twenty sentences of each type were constructed (see
Appendix B)
yew

for the purposes of this study, with vocabulary simple
so that poorer

readers would hove little difficulty in oral reading.

Each target

sentence was mane up entirely of three word phrases and
clauses in
order to facilitate statistical treatment of subjects' tendency
to
terminate eye-voice span on the last word of syntactic
structures
(i.e., boundary reading).

The use of such shortphrases and clauses

was seen as having little effect on the boundary reading results,
as
Levin and Kaplan-(1970)

had,previously compared three, four andfive

word sentence components and bad foundrno qualitative
or quantitative
differences in tendency to read to eyntacticboundaries.
Both right-embedded and left-embedded target sentences were
composed to consist of six phrases of three'Words each.

The first

part of each type warms an introductory prepositional
phrase followed'

by a three word noun phrase containing the subject.

Left-embedded

sentences then had a restridtive clause modifying the subject,
rfollowed -by averb phrase and two prepositional
phrases.

The right-

embedded sentences had the verb phrase positioned immediately
after
the noun phrase. )The direct pbject.in the verb phrase
was followed
.by a modifying-restrictive clause, and 'two prepositional,
phrases ,Geri
/

located at the end of the seAence.'

In the following-examplesthe
.

slaihes indicate syntactic boundaries as used

k

this study:

4

..;
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Right-embedded:

After being fired/ 'the d contented
Prepositional

*7.

worker/ threatened a foreman/ who was'

Verb

ndin / near the

Restric ive '

Prepositional

gate/ of the factory.

Prepositional'

Left-embedded:

After the class/ mos

of us/ who had

Prepositional

Restrictive

attended/ enjoyed a meal/ at the" di er /'near the school.

Verb

Prepositi

al

Prepositional

Five critical positions, at which the reading selection would
be removed from the subject's sight;

re closen.

The locations of

these critical positions are underli ed'in the examples above.
Four right - embedded and four left-e

in. each critical position group, n

through Critical Position Five,

dded sentences were placed

"NN

red Critical Position One
order from left to right in the
11,

sentence.

Each sentence was assi

edi,only one critical posi

Reading Selections.--

A previods study utilizin
and Kaplan, 1968) found that
of a reading selection beforf

eye-voice span ieasurement (Levin
Ubjec s tend to scan the first line

latig

ning,to read it aloud, a factor

which would .influence the/ e e-voioe' span.

A-s a reshit, target

- -

sentences were embedded in selections (see APpendbeA) composed of
foUr or five-sentences and'were never placed at the beginning of
a

1

1.
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selection. AlI target sentences ended at the right margin
of the
paper So that placement in the line would not become
a factor in
the eye-iroice span measurement.

topic so that the subj

All sentences were-unrelated ih

I

t's use of contextual clues fkom previous

sentences would not affeolthis eye-voice span in the 9trget
sentence.
0

.

:

.

.

In order to insure that the subject did not realize that
the first

sentence of each selection was never the target sentence, fillet
paragraphs were constructed which contained do target
sentence, -but
-)f

.in which the scan box litiht was extinguished durin

eading

10
.

first sentence.

.

of 'the

4.

It was.hoped that this procedure would lead the

subject to pay close attention to each sentence.
4

a

-..
,

Each critical positiod was preceded by at least'three words
.
on
.

1-

,

the ,same line and was follomed,.by at least eight words on that line.
03-vi

and

plan (1968) had found this amount sufficient to avoid
,

4

..

r)

intekfekence with the left-to-iight sweep of the
eyes across the

*,

f

De-

4,e,,,

i

i

/

,

0.- 4.."targetflitence.

1' .:j.
4'

ttp .

_

,-

.

i
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Expiokatory investigations
performed asia pre'"-,-;

,

iminaryoto thisAitudy,a1S0ouddthat the abve
.

.....'

,

:,

,:

PA, -

structure` did
0

o

..

interfere with thOmbjecte,eye-voice, spans:
Selections, o6414 tiOea'withvpica-sized

not

--''

lettering,,on white paper

which was then fastened to cardboard.

Lighting was adjusted so that

the print was clearly vi%ibie but'did not'llive an after-image.
---o
A total of forty -ii 0 pa rag rap hi were constructed:
ru.
9

,

.

-

twenty:con I'

G;
eft-embedded stkucturest twenty cOn -

tined target sentences w

...

tained taiget sentences wifh right-embedded structures; and five
were
filler paragraphs with no target sentence.

Paragraphs were numbered

according to structure: LE'l hivihg a left-embeadeci target
sentence,
_

5O
ditha-

r

RE 1 a right-embedded target sentence,'and F 1 being a filler
paragraph.

Sentences numbered 1 to 4 were assigned Critical

Position 1; 5.to t8, Position 2; 9 to 12, Position 3; 13 to 16,

Position 4; and 17 to,20, Position 5.
:

.

Two examples of reading.pelections<follow.

The,critibal

position,in each is underlined, though, of course, it was not
underlined in the copy used for testing.

*

Since the actual reading

selections were typed on paper Which was eleven inches in width,
the present margins are insufficient to print complete
lines
ti

exactly at appeared during the test.

Instead, slashes are used

to indicate the line divisions.
RE 1

Let's not be unhappy about this.

whire you're on the

tennis court, you should-be enjoying life.' Rabbits eat
.
only/ plants.

After three weeks two - German armies attacked

American troops who were.staioned near the town of Saint
Martin./ Some reasons are good, some not so good.

If you

take up bridge to make new friends, play the game,-fairly.
German/ bombers were doing great damage to English cities,

but then radar began to be used to {spot enemy planes.

15

My father called Paul and^me togethtr. -Everyone who passes
the entrance examinations may begin college work in/ September.
.

,

-During the film most people there who sat forward missed the
argument/in the back of the theater./ Why don't you send John

s

1

51.
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and me copies of this photograph?

The fruit from our garden

is enough to support the entirerfamily for most of
the
winter.

We.cail Fred, John,Paul and Marty the "Fantastic

Four."

The Fry readability nomograph was used to determine
the,grade
level of the reading selections.
determined to be'7.0.

The average grade level was

In a pilot study, when reading selections

were found to contain' words which proved to be very diffic,ult
to
.

the subjects, the reading selection was0 rewritten
with the troublesome word deleted.

Administration of Eye -Voice Span Procedure.--

Eye -voice span teats were Carried out during November and

December of 1976.

-' Each subject was seated in front of the
scan box and informed
by the experimenter

1
out the ey9-voice span measurement procedure

and the operation, of the scan box.

The following ins*uctionp Were.

then read:

his procedure is called an eye-voice span test.

When\I turn on the light inside the box (Turn on'light),/
4

you will see a paragraph through the two-way mirrbi.
(Turn off light.)

Begin reading,the paragraph aloud km-

a
mediately.

At sone_point in the paragraph, I will turn

`off the light a
r.

ou will no longer see inside the box.

Since_most people's eyes travel a little bit ahead of

their voices when reading aloud, you will probably

remember some wards past the point where the light-,
was turned off.

Say them aloud.

There are.35 paftgraphs in this procedure.
three are just for practice.

The first

While each sentence will

make sense by itself, the paragraphs are made up of unrelated/ sentences.

In order to familiarize the subject with the procedure and
put..

him at ease, three filler paragraphs were used tobegin.,
Results
on filler paragraphs were no

ecorded by4the experimenter.

After

the completion of the practice paragraphs, the procedure was carried
oublipintil'fifteen LE and fifteen RE selections were completed.

selections were chosen in random order froArthe shuffled pile of
reading selections.

1
The, experimenter'used a spirit; duplicated score sheet.

The

score sheet contained all 40 target sentences, numbered to cor-

respond with the reading selections, and with critical points
underlined.

The experimenter circled the last consecutive word

remembered by the subject after the critical point when*the scan
box light had been extinguished.
reading selection.

He then proceeded to the next

The entire testing procedure lasted between.

fifteen and twenty minutes.

Scoring of Results and Statistical Analysis

A scoring sheet for results was filled out for each subject.
Information on the. sheet included the subjects assigned number

53
.

The
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.

(Numbers 1 to 30 were in Group I and Number4-31 to 60
were in

Group II.), his Cooperative English Test Total Reading
raw score,t
and his age.

Eye-voice spas lengths were recorded for both left-

and right-embedded sentences at eachof the five critical
positions.
Terminations of eyp-voice span at phrase boundaries were marked
with
a plus sign and all other:termih4tions with a minus.
The following results were tabulated:
1.

AVerage elm-voice:span for Group I, Group II and Total
SUbjects

2.

Average eye-voice span for each critical position for
both groups and total

3. Average eye-I/dice span for each critical position of
right- and left-embedded sentences for both groups

and total
4.

Average eye-voice span for left- andright-Jibedded
sentences for botb groups and total'

5.

Percentage of positive terminations for both groups
6*

and total
.6.

.

Percentage of positive terminations at,each critical
N

position.

In.order to determine the4statistical significance of the
hypothesized differences, t;tests were calculated for each
hypothesis.

"fa

a

5 4
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CHAPTER IV
O

RESULTS.

Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 was concerned with whether the
eye -voice spans of
readers significantly tended to terminate
at phia4 and-clause
boundaries.

Mean percentages of EVS terminations at phrase and
clause
boundaries were calculated for high and low readers
and for the
sample as a whole.

Percentages were ca/culated.:for each_critical

position and at all positions together.

These results were sub-

jected to t-tests of significance against
a chance percentage of

33.3 (since one-third of the possible EVS
terminations wete at
syntactic boundaries).

Table 1 lists the results.

As predicted, the EVS of all 'readers at allecritical
positions
signific'antly tended to terminate on the Vast
word of phrases and

clauses.

Terminations at syntactic"boundaries accounted for
57.5%

of the total terminations.

Both Group I and Group*II readers

exhibited'such tendencies to slightly different
averages:

60.9%

/for the high readers and 54.1% for the low readers.
EVS significantly terminated at syntaciic boundaries
at ea h
critical position for the entiit sample of 60 subjects.

The mean
r

A

TABLE 1

MEAN PERCENTAGES AND t VALUES OF EVS TERMINATIONS
AT SYNTACTIC BOUNDARIES

t==71t=====W2======.=

.====.....37113...========.....-.........========...=2=======......===========

Critical.
Position

Total Group

Group I.

(N=60)

Mean S

1

2
3
4

5

39.6

.S,D.

20.1s-

Group II

(N=30),

ta
. -

Mean %

S.D.

(N=30)

tb

Mean

S.D.

t

,

2.43

41.0

22.3.

1.89

38.2

17.8

1.51

---71.1

18.8

15.57

70.0

18.5.

10.87

72.2

19.5

10.93

62.5

21.4

10.57

63.5

24.8

6.67

61.4

17.7

8.70

48.9

20.2

5.9,6

56.0

20.8

5.98

41.7

17.0-

2.71

16.6

13.67

68-.2

56.9

11.2

62.6

,

19.1"

10.01

11.54 c'

N.

All

57.5

. 10.0.

31.71

60.9

10.3

14.68

54.1

8.5

13.40

aFor 58 degrees of freedom, a t value of 2.00 is
needed, for the'5% level of confidence.
b
For 29 degrees of freedom, a t value of 2.04 is needed,fdi the 5% level of
confidence.
Note.
t-tests taken' for each group a each critical, position tested the ac*,
mean EVS
percentage against a chance percentage of 33.3.
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percentages of such terminations ranged from 39.6% at Critical
Position 1 to 71.1% at Critical Position 2.
However, not all results at each critical position
were
,o

significant.

Ss

1!)

High'and low readers considered separately both

failed to significantly

demonstrate termination at boundaries

for Position 1, the first critical position in
the target sentences.

At each of the four subsequent critical positions,
significant
chunking was noted.

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 was concerned with the possibility of a difference
in tendency to terminate EVS at phrase and clause
bbundaries-between

high and low ability readers.
'In analyzing the significance of differences between the
means

of Group I and Group II at all critical positions
combined, the over,

all hypothesis that there will be no significant
difference between
high and low groups in EVS terminations at syntactic boundaries
was.
rejected (Table 2).

The mean percentage of EVS termination at phrase

or clause boundaries was 60.9% for-Group I and 54.1% for Group
and the t value indicated a significant difference between
the two
groups at the .05 level of confidence.
However, when each critical position was examined separately,
three out of tIte five critical positions showed no,differencelbetumen

high and low readers.

In Critical Positions 1, 2, and 3, readers in

bah groups revealed no significant difference
in percentage of,terminations at phrase and clause endings.

At both Critical Positions

4 and 5, Group, I readers showed significantly greater
percentages of

5

,
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TABLE 2

MEAN PERCENTAGES AND t VALUES OF DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN MEAN PERCENTAGES OF EVS TERMINATIONS
I
AT SYNTACTIC BOUNDARIES

Critical
Position

Group I
Percent
S.D.

Group II
Percent
S.D.

'(N=30)

1
2

,

to

(N=30)

41.0

22.3

70.0

18.5

38.2

0

17.8

.1$4

72.2

.19.5

.45

.

,

i

3

63.5

24.8

61.4

17.7

.38

4 \

56.0

20.8.

41.7

17.0

2.91

5

68.24

19.1

56.9

11.2

2.91
.

All

60.9

3.1

'54.1

.

2.6

2.79

aFor 58 degrees of freedom, a t value of 2.00 is needed for the'
5%. level of confidence:
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terminations at Syntactic boundaries.

At Critical Position 4,

Group, I subjects terminated EVS at a phrase or clause ending an

average 56% of.the target sentences, compared with 41.7% for the
Group II readers.

At Critical, Position

,'Group I scored 68.2%

and Group 11,56.9%.

Hypothesis 3

0
.

,

,Hypothesis 3 was concerned with whether there is a significant
Pi-

difference between the average eye-voice spans of high and low
ability readers.

The mean EVS in numbers of words for right-embedded sentences,,
Cleft- embedded sentences; and all sentences' together were calculated

for all subjects and for the high and low gros separately.

Table 3

presents. the t-iestsof significance of the difference between sample
group EVS means for both types of target sentences and for all sena
tences.

All three t-tests were 'significant at.the .05 level of

confidenCe.

The mean EVS ineumber of words for Group I readers;7was sig'nificantly longer than the mean EVS for'. the Group II readers.

The

mean EVS for Group I was '3.00 words and for Group II, 2.62 words.

Group I readers had longer EVS lengths for both right-embedded
and left-embedded sentence structures than did the Group II readers.'
44

Mean EVS for Gtoup I was 3.05 words for right-embedded sentences,
tobipared to 2.59 for Group II, and 2.91 far left-embedded sentences,

comparea'to 2.67 for Group II..

59

r.
9

TABLE,3

MEAN EVB\AND t VALUES OF DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN\SAMPLE GROUPS' MEAN EVS.
AS

\

Right-Embedded
Group,

All Subjects
(N=60)

Lgft-Embedded

All Sentence's

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

- 2.82

.45

2.78

.41

2.81

.37

3.05

.46

2.91

.47',

3.00

.39

S.D.

,

-,I

(N=31)

*

II

\
1,

2.59

.28

2.67

'2A2

.30

.22

(N=30;

o

4.60

2,.38

\

t

/!/

4.58,,

.,
-,,

4

\

4

at-tests of the difference between sample means of Group I and Gioup II
were calculated
for right-embedded sentences, left-embedded sentences, and all SentenceS.' For 58 degrees of
Nreedor, a t value of 2.00 is needed for the 5% level of confidence.,
\
''..\
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Hypothesis 4

Hypbthesis 4 was concerned with whether there existed a
significant difference in the average. eye -voice span of students
.

reading more and less predictable sentences.

Results did not

support the hypothesis that more predictable (i.e.,
right- embedded
sentences in this experiment) syntactic
structures will result in
longer eye-voice spans than less predictable (i.e., left
- embedded)
structures.

In analyzing the mean EVS lengths in words over all
critical
positions combined (Table 4), no significant difference'was found

between the mean EVS for right-embedded sentences (2.82
words) and
for left-embedded sentences (2.78 words).
However, the mean EVS lengths for each critical position!
.

41,

separate].

differently

(Table 4 and Figure 2) showed that subjects do react

o the two different syntactic structures.

Critical Position 1:

Subjects' mean EVS was significantly

ionget for left-embedded sentences (mean = 3 Q3 words)
than for
right - embedded sentences (mean = 2.76 word's).

lo

e level of sig-

7

. -4*

nificance was .005.

Critical Position 2:

SAjects' mean EVS was again significantly

'longer for left-embedded sentences (mean = 3.29 words) than for)

right-embedded sentences (mean = 2.84 words).

The level of sig-

nificance was :005.

Critical Position 3:

No significant differences', though left,

embedded mean EVS was somewhat longe* than right- embedded.
CrJtical Positton

Subjects' mean EVS was Significantly longer

ft:ir right-embedded sentences (mean = 2.75 words)

61.

than for left-embedded

tr

TABLE 4

.

MEAN EVS FOR RIGHT- AND LEFT-EMBEDDED
SENTENCES AND t VALUES OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS

=-==*=========-=======..===t4(4===========.=======-=.141===..22111t=.......=......=========W=...=========a
I

Critical
Position

rir

Right-Embedde

Left-Embedded

ta

Significance
!,

Mean

S.D.

1)

Mean

S.D.

-.72

3.03-

.79

10.76

.005

.51

3.29

.71

4.02

.005

,

2.76

1

2.84

2*

°

.
.
.

5

2.59

.78

2.75

.78

,'2.32

3.24

.89

2.87

2.72 .

':64

1600

.65

3.28

.68-1'

2.57

/"----------

NS

V.005
rI

...:01

...

.'%.

All

2.82

.45,

2.78

0
4

a

'

.4

I

.51

NS

\t'

For 118 - degrees of freedom, a t value of 1.98 is needed for the 5%:level.of confidence.
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3.75.
A

3.5

V

Left-Embedded
3.25-7

3.0
A

2.75
Right-Embedded

\
N,/

//

'.

2.5

2.0a

i
1

-2

3

4

5

Critical Position
Figure 2.

Mean EVS For Right- and Left-Embedded Sentences.

4
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/

,

1

k.,

.N
(mean as 2.32 words) .

.

\

.

'

1

/

2

4

The level of\significance was .005.
4,

k.

' Critical Position 5:

Subjects'\MeafilEVS was significantly

,,..

I

longer for right-eibedded sentences (1(mean''.--t 3.24 words)
than for
left- embedded

i
1

*1

level of significance wae:

.01.

Hypothesis 5

Hypothesis 5 wgs concerned with whether a difference existed':
between high and low readers in the amount of adjustment of
EVS
between critical positions.
Table 5 summarizes the ;leans and standard deviations of
shifts
4

in EVS length by critical positionnd for all critical positions'
combined.

An-examination of the t values indiOates that there is

no significant difference_in the adjustment of EVS between critical
4Y_
positions or.among all critical positions
for'each group.

For all

sentences combined,at all critical positions, the mean total shift
0
in length of EVS for 'Group I was 6.57 and for 'Group II,

5.91.

-The

resulting t value of 1.110 fell short of the .5% level
of 'confidence.
At. none oftibe separate ctitical'positions did the t values of dif-

ferences between groups reach significant levels.

This indicates-

that both groups adjust90 EVS in essentially the same'manner.
4

Irk

Since the issue of syntactic stategies in analyzing
sentence
structures was an important one, and sine eye-voice span is
one
possible avenue for performing such analysis,. the mean EVS for
both
.Group I and Group II was obtained.for ea6ECritical position
in each

of'the sentence structures, as shown in Table 6.
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ti

Figure 3 presents

-

51

-

4
'

..

I

4

1

the results for right- embedded sentences, and. Figure 4'for left,
,....-

embedded sentences.; Group I and GrOup II.readers apparently varied
-11

the length ctf,their eye-voice spane,in parallel fashion,
with varial'1'

tion depending upon the type of sentence mbre,than upon the ability
,

to read.
k

ie

4

rw

j
'.

`t.

a

a

Ir
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,

58

TABLE 5

MEAN SHIFTS TN EVS BETWEEN CRITICAL POSITION&

imcm====fels=6=3atms====================================4ca==-====-=====...=
Sentence type
and CriticalPosition

Group I
EVS Shift

Group II
EVS Shift_

(in words)

(in words)

to

o

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Right: 1--2

.63

.62

.53

.51

.685

Right: 2 - -3

.78

.41

.82

.4.

.316j

Right: 3--4

.91

.66

.65

,54

1.10

.80

:81

.73-

.59

.75

.52

.55

.95

.70

.47

.46)

Right: 4--5

:

Left:

1--2

:82.,

Left:

2--3

.94

1111.eft:

Left:

3--4

..59

4--5

,

k

1.670

:

.

1.469
.487

--.

.062

y53

>,

1.008

.67

.75

.70

.59

Right: All

3.42

1.46

2.90

1.77

'1.240

Left:

All

3.09.

1.68

3.02

1.23

.185

All

6.57

2.34

5.91

2.27

.1.110

c.

)

.172

,.

.

' All:

aFor 58 degrees of freedom, a t value of 2.00 iS needed
for the
5% level of confidence.
f

o

,

6.6

,

O

TABLE 6

MEAN EVS FOR RIGHT- AND LEFT-EMBEDDED SENTENCES
BY CRITICAL POSITION
zSgat==========VVIPC,IL======.=.========.....=...Z

Right-Embed Ood

osition

Group I
.Mean

3

4

)A
LeftEkAedded

ritica

Group. II,

Mean

S.D.

Group I.

S.D.

Mean

Group II

S.D.

S.D.
IPt

3.01

.8

2.51

..49

3.19

.92

2.8 k

3.03

.38

2'.65

.54

3.43

.69

3.1$--

2.79

.87

"2.39

.63

2.67

.77

'',2.97

.87

-

2.54

:63

2.46
-

2.30

''.

.68

.61

tn

.

2.4?4?

<1

-.71
..43'

.59

,

,

3.58

.95

2.90
-

.70

2.93

-

Va.

7

WO.

.86

,

.\

2.8P

.44
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Results from the present study strongly supported
arguments

for the psychological reality of syntactic chunks,
a phenomenon
which had been previously demonstr4ted by-several,studies
utilizing
an eye-voice span methodology simil4r to that used in this experiment
;

and by several studies using speech processing
methodologies.
Readers apparently used the surface sttructure of the material
undergoing decoding as an aid in processing.

Hypothesis 1: EVS Termi
Phrase and Clause Boundaries

tion at
sus Chance
A.

Under the assumption that eye-voice span reflects internal
processes during reading, it was found that readers tended to decode
,

.

by using surface syntactic constituents.

In sentences composed ay-

three -word phrases and clauses, readers in both the better and
poorer

reading groups tended to stretch or contract their
eye-voice spans
to the boundaries of phrases and clauses to the extent that almost
4

twice the number of eye-voice span terminations ended
at syntactic

boundaries i4 would have been predicted by chance
occurrence alone.
Such findings indicated that syntactic units p1ay a powerful
role in
the decoding proce4s.

f4t

,7*
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This phenomenon of boundary reading was significantly
present
at all critical."light-out" position

en together,.and at, the

four latercritical positions-foi each group.

It was not sig-

nificant at Critical Position 1 for either;
group.

Position 1 was

located at the third word in each target
sentence, the closest

of the five positions *,the left margin othe reading
selection.
This study was not designed to investigate any
cause of the drop
in significance, but it may be conjectured
that the movement of

the eyes across the page and down a line in the
return sweep may

be slightly disconcerting to the reflectioh of syntactic
analysis
by the eye-voice spin.

.

,

It may also be noted from Figures 3 and 4

that the return sweep 'did not apparently-disturb
the length of
eye-voice span at Critical Position 1 to any great
extent, as

average:length is even shorter at Positions 3 and
4.
1

4
,

L

Hypothesis 2: EVS'oTerminations at Phrase and
Clause Boundaries, High Versus Low Readers

High ability readers at the tenth grade level utilized
surface'

phrase and clause constituents significantly
moreieffectively than
low readers, as indicated by the mean percentage of
EVS terminations
at all positions.

This hypothesis was based on findings by Rode

(1974) that the third grade subjects in'her, study
were superior to

the fifth grade subjedts in the number'of pgrise boAdaries
at which
EVS terminated.

Rode explained this by arguing that the older readers

tended. to utilize larger syntactic structures iiV.;aecodingi

"This

would seem to indicate that older readers attempt
to decode or
'chunk' a unit of meaning which was a clause rather
than a phrase"

alo

p
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(p. 137).

It was assumed by the author that high school students

of both high, and low.reading ability would be equally adept at

utilizing the simple three word phrase and clauseestructures of
the target sentences, though they would probably differ in ability
to deal with more complex structures.
However, there was a significant difference in the utilization

of these very simplewhrase and clause structures between high and
low readers., Results indicated that different types of syntactic
units result in different percentages of terminations at syntactic
boundaries in Groups I and II.

As seen in the sample target

sentences below, Critical Positions 1 and ,2 were both located in
simple, three word,prepositional\,phrases.

Critical Position 3 was

the first word in a verb phrase in the right-embedded sentences
and the first word in a relative clause in the left-embedded sen-

tences, and was in both cases preceded by two prepositional phrases.
No difference was found between Group I and Group II for tlse three
critical positions.

Both better and poorer readers at the tenth

grade le4S1 were equally able to deal with short prepositional phrases;
and to group them into syntactic units.

Right-embedded:

During last summer my neareltneighbor

Critical Position:

1

2

grew garden vegetables which won prizes at the fair for
3

,their size.-

4

5
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Left-embedded:

Before the storm the old-captain who

Critical Position:

1

3

was lame sailed his ship past the lighthouse into a port.
4

5

Differences between the sample groups developed at Critical
Ppsitions 4 and 5.

In the right-embedded sentences, Position 4

was located at the end of the verb phrase and Position 5 at the
end of the relative clause.

In the left-embedded sentences,

Position 4.was at the end -of the relative Clause'and Position 5

at the end of the verb phrase following it.

Evidently the low

readers had greater difficulty with syntactic organization of the
verb phrases and relative clauses than did the high readers.

A

similar finding was discussed by Rode (1974), who found that
younger readers had constricted eye -voice spans in verb phrases.
%«.
14,

`Hypothesis 3: EVS Length,'
High Versus Low Readers

,That high readers have longer eye voice spans than low readers

has been a virtuallyunchallenged concept -since the inception of
1,4

use of the EVS technique.

The present study utilized right- and

left=embedded sentence structures toctest eye Voice span and
sUpgorted these findings.

Better tenth grade students averaged

almost one-half word longer eye-voice spanb than poorer readers
on both right
length of EVS o

and left-eMbedded'sentences.

The difference in the

the high and low readers was statistically sig-

ni0ficant.
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It might be noted here that the mean eye-voice spans for these
two groups canhot be generalized beyond the Nyry specific
sentence
structure types used in.the ptudy.

The construction of the target

sentences was accogplished according to the specifications that
each sentence be entirely composed of thiee word phrases in a
specified' order.

Such a peculiar construction could not but be

4

expected to influence eye-voice span length, especially in the
light` of literature reViewed'that strongly suggested that eye-voice

span and eye movement in generallare significantly affected by
syntax.
4'

Eypothesis 4:

EVS Length and Predictability

Results did not support the experimental definition of pre \
dictability as applied to right- and left-,embedded sentespe , though
a definite interaction between the two different types of sentence

structuresand-eye-Vbioe span was apparent.
,

.

ItA was expected that EVS "length would3e similar at the be-

ginning of the sontences (i.e., Cricical Positions 1 and.2) for
both right- and left -eMbeddeesentences.

Then at Critical,P6sitions

4 and 5, ,which were located' inside of and afteetheembedding,
the

Mean EVS length for the,more predictable right-embedded sentences
would become significantly' longer than lor the left-embedded sentences, thus making; the overall mean EVS for right-embedded target

sentences longer than for left-embedded.
difference was not found, however.

'7 4

A significant overall,

ti
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The results might best be discussed with regard to the in(

dividual Critical "light-out" PositJonS:
4 and 5; B.
'A.

phrase).

A.

Critical Positions

Critical Positions 1 and 2; and C.

Criti6a1 Position 3.

Critical Positions'4 and'Y( egion of embedding and verb,
As hypothesized, the more predictable right-embedded
.

'

target sentences obtained longer eye-voice spans than did the left
-.

embedded in the regioh of the embedded clause and,Ofthe verb.

J

,

Apparently, the eye-voice span is related to the difficulty
or
predictability,of syntactic structures, even to tbe point of being
significantly

ifferent when encountering structures which are only

slightly different, such as 'right- and left-embedded relative
clauses.
If this

so,-then eye-voice span can indeed df1 used as a tool to

investigate internal syntactic processes.
40B.

/'

Critical Positions 1-and.2 (region 9f introductory preposi-

tional phrases).

The results, unexpected though they were, clearly

indicated that subjefts' eye-voice spans were longer in left-embeddgd
(i.e., those hypothesized as being less'predictable),sentences
than
in right-embedded,(i.e., those more predictable, according to the
hypothesis) in this region, despite the fact that this intrOductory
region had identical syntactic structure in both types of
sentences.

f.

As a result, longer eye-voice

spans for left-eMtedded sentences in

this region balanced'Ont the.lonver eye-voice spans for right-embedded
sentences in the later part of the sentence; and tests of significance.
-showed no difference between right- and left-embedded EVS
length on
an overall basis.

15

//
/
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Why this phenomenon was not reported in the Levin,
Grossman,
ir
Kaplan, and Yang (1972) study c

only be conjectured:

':

This pre-

vious study had used only 10 subjects, and the findings
may have
been more tenuous than in the present study.

Such a phenomenon

might, therefore, have gone unnoticed, especially since six
of the
eight critical positions utilized in that study
were located inside
of or after the Verb phrase embedding sand less attention
was given
to the beginning, of the target sentences.

Results of this study seriously, call into question the concept

of predictability in right- and left-Obedded sentences proPosed
by

.

Levin and Kaplan (1970) and Levin, Grossman; Kaplan,`and
Yang (144iig
It is apparent that their explanations of the intexaction between
eye-voice span and-predictability (i.e., that greater predictability
of sentence structure yields a longer eye-voice span) were either
completely inaccurate or overly simplistic as far as their worki,with,

4

4

.

I

right- and left-embedded sentences was concerned.
It is not necessary-to explain any of the ixperimental'results
by a theory of predictability.

Indeed, a simpler explanation would

be concerned with placement of the critical "lights-out"
positions:
EVS tends to be longer in right-embedded sentences when the critical
position ie.to the right (i.e., t

the- end) of the sentence, and

.

or"

o

EVS tends to be longer in left-embedded sentences when.the critical
position is to the left (i.e., toward therginning)` of the
sentence.,

Thus, the apparent differences in syntadtia processing of
the-two
'

sentence structures as revealed by EVS techniques, which previOuS
researchers used to support the concept ofiredictability, have pot
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been show to be real differences, but are rather
due to an inadequately designed study.

(

However, while the explanations of previous experilentalresults
may have been in error, it is not yet .necessary to abandon
testing of
the relationship between predictability and EVS.

Per

-

s former'

explanations were correct in their general approaches to the topic,
but were too simplistic in'application.

The hypothesis that greater

predictability (in the experimentally defined use of that term) will
yield a longer EVS has been demonstrated to be in
error', but it may

well be that predictability-of structure and EW interact in
a more
complex. anner.

For instance', results from this study can be ex_

plained-in the following way:

Readers encountering a less - predictable

(left-embedded) structure at. the beginning of a Sentence increase
EVS

in.prder.to be able to utilize a

arger part of the \sentence to

analyze thi meaning of that structure.. Then, at theJend of
the
/

a,*

4entence, EVS' is decreased while the actual semant,Lc analysis,
of
'the,moze difficult first section is carried out.
,

-

On the other hand,

readers encountering no difficult, less-predicta le
structure at the

1

beginning of right-embedded sentences do not find .it
necessary to
d

lengthen EVS,in order to aid analysis of the sentence. 'Indeed,
toward the end of the sentence they are encouraged
to increase EVS

after encountering the Apre-predictable, easily decipherable
right-

-A;
'embettding.

Thtis, left-embedded sentences obtain lo ger EVS at-the

.

' beginning, and right- embedded sentences obtain longe.

,

EVS at the end,.

Until research designed to further analyze
the predictability
'of right- and left-embedded Sentences is carried
out, all explanations

70

of this phenomenon must remain conjectural in nature.

At:this time,

the literature does not offer any concrete.ekplanation, and(the
present study was not designed to provide any answers tp that
.facet of the problem:
C.

Critical Position 3 (fOr left-embedded, region of the
.
.
,

embedding; for right - embedded, rtgion of the verb phrase).
,

No

significant difference was demonitrated at this critical position
1
between the right- and left-embedded
sentences, though eye-voice

span was a little longer in the left-embedded'target sentences than
.

in the right.

This position might be considered a transition pcsi-

tion between the greater predictability for left-embedded sentenc
1

beginnings and the greater predictability for right-e

ending.

dded sent nce

df

Hypothesis 5: EVS Length, Adjustment Between
Critical Positions, High Versus Low Readers
1

It was hypothesized

hat thehigh,reading group would utilize,

significantly different strategies when dealing with the two dif1.

1 fereht sentence types, whereas the low readers would,be relatively

inflexible in dealing with the different syntactic structurey s.

Thiehypothesps.was not substantial d.

There.was no statistically

significant difference in amount of adjustment between critical

positions in the EVS of Group I and Group ;4.

Figuresland 4 clearly indicated that, while greatly differing
strategies are used for dealing withthe different sentence types, ,the
two 'groups of subjects used almost parallel 'strategies in dealing with

the same sentence structure.

The mean eye-voice span of the low

78
0,
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readers was somewhat shorter than that of the high'readers,
but
....

botbsample oups apparentlyadjusted their eye-voice spans in
',

the same nner when dealing with the same syntax.
-it

carr

s apparedt that a great de'al of further research must be

d out in this area in order to gain a clearer understanding

the resul s.' Certainly, as discussed under Hypothesis 4, there

is an indication that right- and left - embedded sentences
may be
processed differently, as demonstrated by the greatly variant
EVS

readings for the two types of sentence structures.

If this is so,

and the EVS is actually a reflection of the internal
processes,
necessary to dealowith syntactid clietructions, further studies
should be aimed at finding out more exactly the meaning'of
shifts
in EVS length in sentences.

Furtkrbore, the indication that right- and' left - embedded
sentences are processedin parallel fashion-by tenth graders;
re,

gardlgss of reading ability, merits further investigation.

indica-

tiong from the present studylruggested that better and pobrer
high

1

school zea ders utilize sydtax in parallel fashions, possessing
.

,

.

qualitatively the same attack skills'ih dealing with sintactic
,

.

constructions and differing only in quantitativedegree of expertise
..,,

in utilizing these Akins.. Fuither/rgiearch is
necessary, especially
at lower grade levels and with otHer types of syntactic
constructions,
'f a more comprehensive,

understanding] -of syntactic processes is to be
r

'ned,

41
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APPENDIX A
READING SELECTIONS

All reading selections werelabelled numerically and according,

14,

to ,sentence structure of target sentence, RE for right-embedded and

LE for left-embedded.

In the following list, the target sentence is

noted according to the line in which it occurs.

Original margins

are indicated by slashes.

a

RE 1

Line 3

Every year a great many tourists go to Paris, the capitol of France.
Less than 100 years ago passenger pigeons were/
eastern United States.

all over the

The streets are filled with,shops where

dresses,-hats, gloves, shoes and/ jewelry are sold. .After the &Iwo
,

the cleanup crew found many items that were lost under the seats
in
the gym./

Nobody enjoys Playing- wi.th a man wIlc lacks control.

There is no coal nearby; it must all be shipped in.,

AE 2

Line 3

Passenger pigeons no longer exist because so many of them were
,
1

t

killed for food.

Good players know that it is/ useless to wallop

a ball with full strength because they can't control it if they do.
I'm fine, how about you?/

Until last year Mr. Anthony Thomas often

visited relatives who lived overseas in the capitol of West'Gertany./
He never knows where the ball is going.

The people of other cities

F

A

.1"
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in the world are pleased whenever they are told/ tmp
their city
is like Paris.

.

RE 3

Lin2
0

Peat is a kind_of fuel, made from mosses and other plants
that grow
in bogs.

Some kinds of penguins are larger than/ others.

After

being fired the discontented worker threatened a foreman who
was
standin4 near the gate of the factory./

Nearly alllof them make

the same mistake he does, but to a lesser degree.

The way to beat

your friends--and the/ way to,enjoyetennis"is to hit a medium-paced
ball, with,control. ,There are peat bogs in the United Stated.
RE 4

Line 2

4
America has so much coal that peat is not.used as fuel.

Before

hitting the ball, remember to hit it more slowly than/
usu&l.
Without another word my twin brother slimmed the door which
led
outdoors to the garage behind our,house./ ''''The earliest white
settlers in the Pennsylvania country were - Dutch, Swedes and Finns.
In 1787 Pennsylvania entered/ the Union as'the second state--next

after Delaware.' I felt like breaking my racket across my icnee.
.
RE 5

Line,2
.

,,

....

,

Pennsylvania ranks first in the making of iron and steel... ',Philadelphia
is the
"A4

-largest city in the United/ States /today.

Before

Christmas,day almost every family donated old toys which were usable
t(:)` Nor children in the city./

Let's see how he is able to do that.

Never delay inigetting away from-the sideline.

J

For almost 200 years

..///

78

after the/.founding of Jamestown, Americans lived only along the
.

Atlantic boast.

RE 6

The first pioneers were explorers.

,Line 3

Assume that your shdt will"bbe in, and start walking into position
for the next return.

Most of the land between the/ mountains and

the Mississippi River was'fOrestt-land.

Once you do go to the net,

it is more, important than ever to/ stay awake, As with Fords most
4

modern cars need an adjustment which helps mileage within one year

after being purchased./

Too many a player stands flatfooted while

his opponent is starting his swing.

.

RE 7

,

_f

Mars looks like a red star.

Line 2

Mercury travels faster than.any of the other lilanetN_Another secret
.

of.anticipation in tennis, is to keep your eye

on the ball..

Under-

neath,the bed the hungry cat trapped a mouse which had crawled up
the stairs from.the cellar./

One idea about the-straight lines

seen on Mari 4 that they are wide lands of Plants growing along
water channels./

If ,LRerson,coulevisit alltthe-planets heHwould

find that he would weigh much more on some of them than on others:,

RE 8

Line 2

One idea about the straight lines seen on Mirs is that they are wide

"

bands of plants growing along t+?ater channels. /

After the accident

all police officers' wore the uniforMs which were marked with fluo-

rescent-stripes for high visibilty./

You may think you always

watch the ball in tennis, but probably ydu don't.

Why should anyone

.44
b.
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go to all t* trouble/ of writing another book
on archery?

The

electric eel is a fish, not an.eel at all.

RE.9

Line 3

rw

Practically every book on tennis
ever written has been aime4 at
. readers who want ALOttf- become .champions.

,When gold.was/ discovered

14

in California'in 1848, silver became more val
a short time.

than gold for

Nobody seems to have mUchito say.

Without saying

goodbye the),angry husband left
the woman-that he loved after the

argument about their budget./

All they want- to do is ha4e fun,
'

an 'beat their own friends at bridge.

A house in France is built

/

differently than in Germany.
RE 10

'

Line 2

0

The.hurimingbirdis the.ohly birciet4gat can fly backward.

ti'

In 1249,

AD, an Egyptian sultan died from sitting
on a ppisoneA/ floor matP
.

In the free _tops the 4istant.birds 'Sing sweet
songs which are

heard by the Worker

in the fields./

advice in this book

You will find g lot of

Don't fiy,to

all my:advice at once.
0

Keep concentrating on two/ or-three
ideas until"they became habits.

Many other animals would -to. hungry if it were,
not for rabbits.
e

RE 11

Line 2
....

Let's not be unhappy about tTis.
.

,

While you're on.the\tennis court,
_
...

you should be enjoying life.
.

N.,

-",

.

.........___,

Rabbits eat only/plants. "After three'

-,t
,

.

'''

weeks two Geman armies attacked
American troops wto
.

.

'

ere stationed

4-

near the toWn,of Saint Martine./

Some reasgns are good, some not
.

8

80

so good.

ir

If you take lip bridge to' make
new friends, play the game,

fairly. 'German/ bombers were doing
great damage to English cities,
`but then radar began to be used to spot
enemy planes:
RE 12

Line 3

It's a, polite, ,friendly game.

'rabbits.

There are several breeds of t.Vme'

Radar waves;travel as fast as light./ 'ova.
a,period of

irears tennis will convert,
blubber -into muscle, perhaps, but it

'won't change your,weight noticeably./

With some exCeptions many

competitive sports demand great exertions
which are dangerous to
9
the health of the players./

If you want to be popular, you'll

.

always keep tennis a game, not a fight.
RE 13

1.

Line

Radar waves are very short radii)
waves.
.

Besides vats, Scotch farmers

raise some other grainy and 'some
-4
vegetables and/ small fruits.

From

'the East the tea shipt carried-the
leaves which were desired by all

families in Western Europe./
'

Latin word meaning'"to knOw.!'
1

.

look some--/. placS elte.

be enjoying.

RE 144

The wdrd,"sciet!Ce" comes from the
qp.

If you are looking for gdick changes,

Donft make, work out of something you should

Winning or losing isn't the important thing.

Line 3

/

Most doctors I know say that if you want to lose weight,
the best
way to do it is-to eat less foods
Sports tone you/ up,-make you
A
!

sleep bett&r and eat.better and feel
friskier during the day. '

_Smacking the ball with all,your might/ is
stupid. -During last

I.

a

81

f
summer my nearest neighbor grew garden vegetables which
won prizes
at the fair for their size./

Learning to play good tennis

pretty mu6h the same as learning

is \

o typewrite or to bake cakes./

g
During the later/ Middle Ages universities sprang uzimveny
cities
of Europe:,

RE 15'

"Line 2

In the early days of Amerida almost all the schools were pxivate
schools.

Anyon4 Can do it, if he,is given instructions./

Throughout

all history few great nations have helped people who were defeated
after a war against those people./

Some people will become faster

typists or better b.ikers than otheis, but nobody will
fail coMpletely.

The first/ schools in America were held in buildings built for other
purposes.

RE 16

-

The driver who missed his turn hitthe brakes/
violently.

line 3

All overthe Vn#ed Stales the robin is likely to be the first bird
children know by name.
questions like these.

Almost everyone has/ wondered at times about

The mother robih lays from three to five

beautiful eggs in the nest./

Among hfrican tribesmen the powerful

wAtchdoctors cure the sickwho.are possessed by evil spirits from
)1
tpe 'jungle./ How can pets be trained to do triks7 One of
tb most
4

common questions is "How does it

RE 17

work

Line 3
'4

Doctors are findingmore.and more thdt the mind and the rest of
the
body are very closely tied together, Employers/ are.able
to place

O

,

the people they hire in the kind4.6f jobs best for them.

The Rdmans

-82

to.".

planted many colonies through -/ Out central Italy.

'

Like most

doctors our local doctor has some patients who are ill ftom the
4

\

effects Of eating improperly./
strikes them.

RE 18

Some chemicals change when light.

Everyo needs to know something about physics.

Line 2

Most'of-today's pictures are taken-on film--thin sheets of transparent plastic.

Photography is a wonderful hobby./

P
Since the

hurricane stores and factecies have resumed business which was
d interrupted.by the devastation of the storm./

Before the days'of

"science people in many different parts of the world made up stories

to explain the world as they/ saw it.

The Romans opened schools

and made educated Greek captives the-teachers.

There are many

Indian legends/ about nature.

'19

Line

746j
4,

Before the picture is
his camera so that the,

aken, the photographer focuses the lens of
e on the film. will be/ clear.
,

During the

.

vacation the Smith family visited their relatives who were living
near Lake Erie in.New'York./ ,For)ten YearS Caesar MO, fought to push
the border of Rome's eMpire to khe north.

The more light that passes/

through the Negative the4more the chemical on the paper is changtd.
The hunter climbed to ,Ate--top of the mountain. Ai

RE'20

Line 4

The film.that is used for moving pictures is-the same as-the film

for ordinary gianres. There trey found a land of/ flowereand,

4;

90

4
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birds and summereathev.

Twolpeaceful centuriesfollowed.

Some

0

e
emperors were cruel, overtaxing the/ people till farmdrs
and mer.

chants suffered.

The broken bits of the western empire became'the

modern countries of/ West Europe.

Between the mountains the rolling

river-cut a pathway which ran directly from the east to the
west./

The birds flew o4 and up tothe sky.

Light meters tell how much

,light is. availahle for taking pictures.
4

LE 1

/

Line 2

The Soviet ambassador insulted American ideas, but he praised
the
Cuban government for its actions. 'Microwave/ cooking
saves mu
time:

In the yard the ,huge

at the cars on the road./

deg_li1610100A-chained howled its (anger

The townspeople did not realize ghat he

only appeared to be the famoui dpctor.

Fire towers dot th

hillsides,
It,

the/ rangers inside being very careful about forest fires) If
a
child speaks in her presende,

she-appearsAlipsulted.r Reslearch

imr

chemists are hired.by almost every chemical factory
to search for
new ideas.

LE 2

,

_

Both children and parents have chores todo.
0

Today is tiny birthday,

but my family will have ebarty for me on Sunday'/ After'the
earthquake 14ny unfortunate victims who were hurt requested
some help
from rescue workers at the scene./
of'the dangerous snowfall.

The sc}ools were closed because

,

She'aurried into her history classroom

A

>
and sat/ down, opening her book for last minute staying.
sAt the
,

sound of the fire alarm, everywie left the building/
immediately.

:7
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Lira

Line 2

its books went flying all over the hal41
as another student ran into
Is arm.
The girl was cut on the finger./
Across the country most

small diners that sell hamburgers Jost many sales.
to McDonald'S
0

restaurants during the sixties./
insulting.

His look of cold hatred was very

Ifyou'finish the homework by six o'clock,
you may go

outside to play/.baseball.

The,color scheme, of a room should be

decided upon before any painting begins.

LE '4

Line 3

a

'I

,

DecoratiVe stones or Shells may be add46
Leisure time is a precious gift,

males and females ofbs1.1 ages..

to-complete_a_fish tank.

Today/ tennis is a sport for both
When I,go to college, I'll begin

studyig'ard, but now/ I'will,take itkeasy. '.Af
.

of us

r the class most

who had attended enjoyed a .meal at theme er
near the school./

Changes in clothing styles have made tennis
easier and moit
t

cour-

forltable to ,play.
i

.

(

LE 5

Line 2

'Chemistry teachers stress the use of a scientific
method when dbing

experiments.

I patted her shoulder and went to/ prepare
supper.

Along the river the fine homes which were flooded,
cost their owners

over ten million in repair bills./
andithermay,be very wrong.

A person's first impression of

Students who participate in the, Student

Council often/ have a great deal,
to say about how the school! will be
run.

Every girl would like ti be rich and-have
luxuries./

We all

love snd care for her, since,she is
so special "torkl Of us.
U.
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LE 6

.

Line 2

The whole mountainside was lit up in an attempt to
see any start of'
a new rockslide so that people might run for their/ lives.

During

1the concert the famous violinist who was drunk dropped his
instrument onto the floor with a crash./ Mafiy

looking people have

'

very poor petsbnalities.

Peter complained that his poor marks were

a result of/ inability to do his hOmework when his
younger brothers

were 'king noise.
t

IX 7

Line 2

The miners wotkedhard chopping away at the r.c1T2siiredOesn't
take
his'work very seriously.

time limits on tests are/ short.

From a',

.

I

mouhtaffi/tOp an ordinary person who looks around
.....
can see sights beyond
,

A

'

A

.

the expectations ofIlost peop31:/

Uieiess ideas mustbe left out of
..,

/ term papers in order to obtain a good grade.
.more money than
daik, str

I'll ever see.

t$ of the inner city.

/.

A million. dollars is

The crime rate is _serious jay the

The homework will be done by/

row miming.
4
.

I

4)

42

1

/r--.

.

LE 8 ' '."'4Z+e 3
.

,

.

,

t

,Adverti

t/think'tbey/khowexactly what the public wants.

The school

play involved sever* coStUme wid set changes./ 'My
enemies hiVe
ignored theberious problems o
c

,.

city ta.cA.

Allied heet,sailing offt the/.Frenctccoast.

/ June 6, 1944 saw a vast
Despite hit weight a

.

footbal'player who is it runs a'mile within ten minutes
without
\ 1
.

.

/
,

,

-Mhch 4rouble.// A vital task of the newspapet
is to eportnews
'.

9

86

correctly, e nif that may bothers readers.
keep me readir

long into the late night hours.

z

LE 9

Mystery novels often/

0

Line 3

The rescue squad will collect donations tomorrow.
ga.

Millions of

dollars are spent dich year on magazine advertisements./

A fairly

newdeveldpment, color_photography has only be&n in aistence
for
bpr5y years.

Mic/rave,cooking saves/ time.

During his:traininga

ballet dancer who is dedicated exercises hi4 body fox long-hours

,

despite his weariness./

Diamond jeklry is expenbive, but d diamo4 '.

.1!,
never loses its value. ._The dictionary,
a_valuable tool.for
._._

has milch in it besides definitions.

writing;/---

.

Airlines today go to all corners

of the world.

LE. 10

Line 2

Florida, kfavorite vacation spot, is only hours away.by plane.
I

e"

The, fastest growing sport in America ioday is tennis./

Like many

Christians most Mexican citizens who are religious attend
their
a.

churches every single Sunday of the year./
was proved by tests.

6
ignoring the law.
practice.

The effect of'the drug

After the attack, Israel was accused of

Full-time/ pianists have'undergone

years*

Because no female actors were allowed on the stage in
d

r .

6 N.,
Shakespeare's/ tine, boys played the parts of
women.
-;
r

)

-

4

LE 11

Line 2

,

Good grades are necessa

to become

scientist.

the sun had risen before we/went back home./

9.4

We waited until

Beyond th? hills the

t

-

great desert

ich lies westward stretches its sands to the shores

of the-oc0 ean./

Some biologists work on different ways to improve

the environment.

After an early supper, me drove to the/ theater

and arrived with plenty of time to spare. 'Everyone who
chooses a
41i

career sholild be aware of all aspects of it.

LE 12

Line 2

In the weeks after Pearl Harbor, the nation quickly made itself'
ready for war.

We shall have to go without. Mail( or/ her.

In_the

summer the many people iwho enjoy swimming mob the beaches in= great

numbers during their vacations./

Whbn our shortstop is atlat, the

'4

4

posing team members play deep.
,filways well/ groomed.

morning hours:

.

Girls like Joyce and Carol are

_

The coolest part of the oNyis.the early .

It was to him and me that this letter was/ mailed,

but neithel of us received it.

LE 13

Line 4
1

Camping tents cah be made of lightweight materials, often weighing
no,more than two or three pounds.
the home team'finally won the game.

'AWash is hung out to dry./
46

r

remember.
stie'did% so

Because of/ a last minute effort,
It never fails to rain when the

I've knOwn Alex for as long as I can

She said that she would join use if she were invited, and

happili

In the ambulance the inj4red man who,was

./

conscious screamed his fears of further injury by a car./

.

No One can

prediCt the future, but we can make some good guesses about it.
,

-

..

No'

.v4
.1

4

4
.

,

one was home -.in the cottage.

91)

'

,

,.

P.

,

88

,

40

LE 14

Lime 3

Back at his hotel, 'he found the reporters
waiting to interview him.

It was only a few daWbefore her death that/ she told
me to go
a desk in her house and opelt a secret drawer.

something written on this/ scrapbook.

o

There seems to bei'

Between the trees the little

.deer which was orphaned nibbled the grass datil
the night with its,
.
1

dangers:/

There were fabulous sunsets, as well as beautiful
skies'
at night, filled with stars and rkmmed witgsnowy.mountains..
k---"/

LE 15

Line 2
4.

My fa'k'er called Paul and me together.

Everybne, who passes the

entrance examinations may begin college work in/
September.
the film most people there who sat forward
missedsthe argumeniin°.
the back of the theater.%

this photograph?

Why don't you send Johand me copiesof

The fruit from our gardeniS enough to supPort the

entire/ family'for,most of the winter., We'call'Ferd,4ohns

pau :and

Marty the -"Fantastic Four,:.uop

16

Line 3

,

.

.

.J1k.

t

.0,

From the'topof the mountain, one cap see for milesarotnd.

Tell us

.

.-

.

what the story is about or we. wont listen./
.
,

disagree with me is no reason for me to r
c

/

,,Jost because,-'the faceS.

my

adl

We Mocked's

the team
team as they came out/
on the field. A ter the pitch the baseball
`4,
I)

,

-f

V.

9

.

runner who had siagled dove toward second without alhope
of reaching
1

it./

Most people agree thAp it is.wrong, but many
-

22-.

ill db it afixilt

Have you seen them doing it4.
a),

S

9b

a,

89
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LE 17

Line 2'
9

Roberto Clemente, the well-known b

11
%.

a plan crash. 'Tilree-leaved plantJe-Maybe

layer, was killed in
,

poison ivy./

In the

meantime the speed skater who had fallen raced
once more against
.

his opponent from Central Europe./ Mark Twain
was a young man

when,he piloted a steamship on ttie Missi:ssippj. River.

Many of

the rawmaterials'used7 in our factories
are imported from over' \

seas.

LE 18

When I meet Jack, he is always glad to see me.
Line 4

C.

The crisp newly-fallen snow hung off the branches'of
the pine trees
like kluge blankets.

Injections to ward off/ disease are now.avail-

able for almost everything, from mumps to smallpox.

Nearly everyone

in the audienCe/ yelled their opinions with
harsh boos and hisses.
.

-

Taxes and the cost of living are rising each month, but
paychecks/
are not. .Sinte early January
a
the cold weather which covered Ohio

Caused idy spots in many paces on the roads./
O

The trees at the

top oeihe hill stood over the rollng'Valley below.
LE 19

Line 2

The helicopter, first used in the"Korean War,
may done day become a
1

.0

popular form of transportation for many/ people.

:

At the museum many

younger children who wander about see the bones of huge dinosaurs
from the past./

There,axe dozens of books on tennis in our town's

library., Don't try to become an expert skier
during your'first/ day
on the slopes.

Advanced swimmers can be of great help to
anyone who

,finds himself in trouble in the water.

90
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LE 20

Line 3
%
,

.,

-

17-

.

When you stop having-fun at sports, youcwill probably
stop winning.
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

-..,-----

Keep a song in your heart,.and yoit'll be all/ 'right.

,

People dislike

playing with someone who hits the tennis ball too hard;

In Paris
.

there are no°tall buildings/ hiding the city.

Before the storm the

oid%captain WhO was lame sailed his-ship,past
the lighthouse into a

port./.There !mist be something else wrong.

He never knows where the

ball is going to land.
\

Filler 1

People all over the world have told wonderful stories
of their past.
The science of physics is partly a study of/matter.
throughout the world still copy the Gre

Many legends have some/ truth in them.

Many, Cities

-Roman styles of building.

They are easy to tell apart

and eachone is usef 1 in its own way.' All
places of any importance
and/
all people have names:
.

The oldest of the national parks is
,

t

Yellowstone.

:
One city of Canada is far bigger
/
than.all/ the others.

i

Filler 2
It was not surprising that

men found natural gas when they were

digging for oil.

The City gets.its,name from a high/ hill that

rises behind it.

When people first looked at the moon through

telescopes, they thought that the plains/ were seas.

Despite his

filthy appearance, the youngster refused to take a bath.
strike had grounded/ airplanes for three days.

Nuclear energy plants

may someday provide us with most of our electricity.
I

96

The pilots'

a.

r_
91

Filler 3
pilots who fly large jets.earn large salaries.

Scientists are

sure whether air pollution causes the earth to/ become warmer:

Many Americans have no, knowledge of the location
of Bhutan.
fdur percent of all American/

roadsarecountry roads.

large Ameriln city has at least one museum.

se'

.

Eighty-

Almost every

When ,men first began.

trading with/ one another they needed
ways of coOnting and measuring.

Everything in the world is made out of about 100
simple substances
we'call elements.

Filler 4

Most metals do not stay shiny and clean for long
when they are exposed to air.

The 'people of long agO made up/ many stories
to ex-

plain the pictures they saw in the moon.
the gods.

Jupiter was the king of

Each planet has its/ own path around the sun.

porcupines are good tree climbers.
J,

leather/ bags.

American

The riders carried mail in small

Some people call printing the greatest invention
of

the past 500 years.

Filler 5
In regioni of'warm summers,and cold winters some
animals change their
dress with the seasons.

In the Middle Ages/ puppets were very popular.

When a pladt breeder starts work, he has in mind
the kind
would like to get./

Field mice dca great deal/ of

There are now'hundrede of thous4pds of miles of

,copgrete highWays in the U4ted",Otates alone.

9
yr

0
plant he

In the early days of the West the cattle roamed

over the plairis for most dt the year.

damage to crops.

,

7
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APPENDIX B
TARGET SENTENCES

Sentences labelled RE are right:
labelled LE are left-embedded.

a.

dded, and sentences

Critic

"black-out" points are

- underlined.
RE 1

After,the dance the cleanup crew found many items that were lost
.L

under the seats in the gym,

RE 2

Until last year Mr. Anthony Thomas often

isitpd relatives who

1iVed overseas in the capitol of West de ny.
,

RE 3
S.

After, being fired the thsconteoted worker threatened a foreman

who was standing near the gate of the flc

ry.

k.

RE 4

Without another word my twin brother slamm
outdoors to the garage behind our house..

the door which.led.

r

RE 5

Before Christmas day almost every family dona ed old toys which were
usable to poor -Children in the city:

101,

F

94

RE 6
As with Fords most Modern cars need anoadjustment which helps
mileage within one year after being. purchased.

'=RE 7

Underneath the bed the ',hungry

cat'.

ped d' mouse which had

crawled np the stairs from the cellar.

RE 8.

After the accident all police officers wore the
uniforms which were
marked with fluorescent stripes for high visibility;

RE 9

Without saying goodbye the angry husband lef

the woman that hello,

loved after the argument about their budge
OP

RE 10

5'
.

the treetops the distant birds sin

sweet songs which are

heird by the workers- in the fields.

RE 11

After three weeks two German armies attacked American troops
who
were stationed near the town of Saint Martin.

RE 12
)

,

With^some exceptions many competitive sports demand
great exertions
which are ddfigerous to the health of the playfrs.

102

95
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RE-13
-

From the.E&gt the tea ships carried the leaves which
were desired.
by all families in, Western Europe:
RE 14

A

During laSt summer my nearest neighbor grew garden
vegetables
which won prizes at the fair for their size.
RE 15

Throughout all history few great nations have helped
people who
were defeated after a war Against those people.
RE 16

Among African tribesmen the powerful witchdoctors
cure the 'sick*
eb.

who are possessed by evil spirits from the jungle.'
err

RE 17

Like most doctors our.local doctorhas some patients who are i11
from the effects of eating improperly.
.

RE 18

o

,.

Since the hurricane sto
which was inter

zr

.

r

,

s and factories have gesumedlpusiness

d by the devastation of the it.,rut.

RE 19
'During the vacation the-,Smith family visited their relatives
who

Were living near Lake Erie in New York. '

r
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RE 20

1

w'

.

1
,

1

.

.-

Between thelmountains the rolling river cut
a pathway which ran
.

diiectly fr4m the east , to the west."
r
W

1

1

1
!LE 1

ti\

'

I
I,.

r

the yard the huge elog which
was'chained howled its anger
,

,

1

_I

1

he cars in the road.
4

i
!

;

Y

.

After the earthquake man

,

/

unfortun

victims who wer

1

hurt'

I

requested some help from rescue wor4ers
at the scene.
LE 3

Across the country most small, diners that
sell hamburgers lost
many sales.to McDpnald's res

urants)during the sixties.

LE 4
r,
After the class most of
us w olad attended enjoyed a Meal at the

diner near the school.

LE.5.

Along the river the fine homes which

ere flooded cost their owners

over tenmillion in repair bills.

LEI 6

During the concert the faMous /ioliniqt who
was tipsy dropped his
I%
instrument onto the floor with a crash.
o

104
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LE 7

4

From a mountaintop an ordinry person who looks
arbund can see
sights beyond the

of most people.

LE 8

Despite his weight'a football player who is
fit runs a' mile ,within
ten minutes Without much trouble.

LE 9'
44,

During his training a ballet,dancer who isdedicated
exercises hisbody for long hours despite his weariness.
40.

LE 10

.

Like many Christians most Mexican 'citizens who
are religious

attend their Churches every single,Sunday of the year:
LEn11

Beyond the hills the gieat desert which 'lies westward
stretches
its sands to the shd-es of the ocean.

.LE 12

In the summer the many people who enjoy swimming mob
the beaches
in great numkers during their vacations.
LE 13

In the ambulance the injured men' who was conscious
screamed his
fears of further injury,by a car\

98

LE 14

Between the trees the little deer which was orphaned nibbled the
the grass until the night with its dangers.

`4
a

LEIS

During the film most people there Who sat forward missed the
argument in the back of the theater.

LE lg

After the pitch the baseball runner who had singled' dove toward
second without a hope, of reaching it.

LE, 17,
ts

Inithe meantime the speed'skater mho had'fallen raced once more
against his opponent from Central Europe,.

Since early January the.cold weather which covered the Ohio cause

N

icy spots in many places on the roads.
I

0."

LE 19

At the museum many younger children who wander abOut see the bones,
of huge dinosaurs from the past.
I

LE 20

e

,

Before the ,storm the old captain who was lame- sailed his ship past

the lighthouse into a port.

10 :6
*.

